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ABSTRACT
The issues of culture and gender are not a well researched subject in Xhosa literature. So far
there is one doctoral research study by Mtuze (1990) conducted on prose works of 1909 1980. This study aims to investigate culture and gender in Mayasi's novel, Iqhina lomtshato
(1995). The main reason for this research is that Xhosa culture has been viewed in literature
to be patriarchal, which means that it is organised in such a way that it depicts male
domination. Women on the other hand are being regarded as inferior or subordinate.

Findings in this research are that the character Sindiswa is presented here as a victim of male
domination and oppression when she is forced into a relationship without her consent. The
fact that Max, who is a much older man and unsuitable as her lover, leaves her with no choice
but to accept what we may call "his induced proposal" of love. Sindiswa's oppression is also
intensified by the urban culture that is new to her.
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OPSOMMING
Die vraagstukke rakende kultuur en gender is tot nog nie goed ondersoek vir die Xhosa
letterkunde nie. Tot dusver is daar een studie, deur Mtuze (1990), wat gedoen is oor
prosawerke in Xhosa vanaf 1909-1980. Hierdie studie het as doelstelling die ondersoek van
die verband en aard tussen kultuur en gender in Mayosi se novelle Iqhina lomtshato (1995).
Die doelstelling

van die navorsing is dat Xhosa kultuur dikwels in die letterkunde as

patriargaal uitgebeeld is, met ander woorde, dit is op 'n wyse uitgebeeld wat manlike
dominering weergee terwyl vroue as ondergeskik of minderwaardig weergegee word.

Bevindinge van die studie is dat die karakter Sindiswa hier uitgebeeld word as 'n slagoffer van
manlike dominering en verdrukking wanneer sy ingedwing word in 'n verhouding sonder haar
toestemming. die feit dat Max 'n veelouer man as sy is wat ongeskik is om haar geliefde te
wees, laat haar met geen keuse as om sy 'gedwonge huweliksvoorstel' te aanvaar nie.
Sindiswa se onderdrukking word ook vergroot deur die stedelike kultuur wat nuut is vir haar.
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ISISHWANKATHELO
Umba

wenkcubeko,

ngokupheleleyo.
ukususela

ubuni,

nongquzulwano

Xa sijonge kuphando olwenziwa

ku1909-1980

Kuyinyaniso

kunye

kona

kuphela, ndiwuthatha

ukuba

ngenxa

asimba

ubonakala

nguMtuze (1990) kwincwadi zeprozi

lo mba njengongahoyekanga

yeenguqulelo

uphandwe

ezininzi

ezenzekileyo

kwaphela.

kweli,

nezithe

zalitshintsha ngokupheleleyo eli lizwe, uphando olutsha ngale miba lunganegalelo elikhulu.
Ngoko ke, esi sifundo sigxile ekuphandeni

nzulu ngendlela ephuhliswe

ngayo le miba

kwincwadi yenoveli kaMayosi, ethi Iqhina lomtshato (1995).
Le miba mithathu, owenkcubeko, ubuni, nongquzulwano ijongeka njengemiba eyahlukeneyo,
kanti okuyinyaniso

kukuba inokuzalana

olukhulu,

njengoko

ibonakalisa

unxibelelwano.

Ababhali bethiyori ezahlukeneyo ezisetyenziswe kwesi sifundo bazamile ukuchaza ngale
miba mithathu ngokunxulumene

noncwadi. Inkcubeko ibonakala ingunozala nonobangela

wendlela ubuni nongquzulwano obuthatyathwa ngayo ngabantu kwiintlanga zonke. Ngokuthe
ngqo, inkcubeko yaseAfrika ibonakala ikhuthaza ukuba ootata babenamalungelo angasentla
kwawoomama abashiyeka becinezelekile.
Intwazana enguSindiswa

ivezwe njengexhoba

lengcinezelo

yamadoda

xa izibona sele

igaxeleka kuthando nendoda ingathandanga. UMaxhwele, oliqina lendoda angalindelanga
kuthandana nayo, akamnikanga thuba lakwala xa esenza isicelo esimnyanzelayo

ukuba

amvume. Ngelo

naso,

xesha

linye, intliziyo

uSkhungo Faku, oseThekwini

kaSindiswa

ngokufuna

ikwisithandwa

sakhe akhula

umsebenzi. Le ngxaki kaSindiswa

yongezwa

kukuzifumana ejongene nentlalo yasedolophini angayiqhelanga nekufuneka eyiqhelile. Emva
kwethuba

bengenalunxibelelwano,uSindiswa

uphinda

adibane

noSkhungo

sele

elijoni

lomkhosi wokhuselo wabucala. Uphila ubomi bentshontsho phantsi kwezi meko, kwade
kwanzima mpela ukuzilawula xa esiba nzima umntwana kaSkhungo,

abe uMax ecela

nomtshato. Exakekile nje uMax elungiselela umtshato, yena uzama icebo lokuphuncuka
kuye. Bazimanya ngeqhina lomtshato noSkhungo ngobusuku bomtshato kunye noMax,
akuba uSkhungo enze zonke iimfanelo kuloSindiswa, bayagcagca.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
In this introductory

chapter, I will focus on bringing forth the purpose of the study,

statement of the research problem, scope and organisation of the study.

1.2 PURPOSE OF STUDY

The main purpose of this study is to examine how Mayosi handles culture and gender in
her novel Iqhina lomtshato. Nowadays, the issue of culture and gender raise great interest
and concern to people due to the entire societal change. Therefore, this study is motivated
by the changes in social, political, religious, educational and economical activities that the
people are engaged in, in our society which in turn may result in different ways of
perception with regards to these aspects in question. The issue of culture and gender may
seem to be separate or different theoretically but one will find out that they are interrelated,
especially when it comes to practicality. Culture refers to accepted ways of behaving for
members of a particular society. However, it is culture that determines the way gender and
conflict is viewed in a particular society. The inequality of sexes, which results into women
oppression and subordination, is the product of cultural indoctrination.

It is important to note that sexual inequality or sex discrimination is a universal issue, but
the oppression, which women undergo, differs from one society to the other. In African
society we have a history of a patriarchy, where culture, norms, values and tradition tend
to degrade women into an inferior position than men. Most of the prominent roles are
bestowed on men at the expense
differentiation
'abasebuhlanti'

of women. According

to Tyatyeka

between men and women is intensified by discriminatory
(those of the cattle-byre)

and 'abasegoqweni'

(1984:3)

the

terms such as

(those of the heap of

firewood) respectively. Such terms also enhance division of labour along sexual lines, with
women having their own chores and men having theirs. These differences
engender different

life experiences

for men and women,

physically,

in roles

psychologically,

emotionally, as well as socially. The problem that exists is not with the existence of some
physical differences

between

men and women

but rather the question

psychological and sociological implication of these differences.

is on the
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In the past, most of the time women conformed to these cultural values and norms, as a
result conflict was minimal. During the course of time, throughout

the world, women

showed signs that they have had enough of oppression and now have resorted to fighting
it. They have decided to organise themselves in order to break free from the oppressive
power structures set up by nature and reinforced by men. Even in the African society,
during the 1960's and 1970's, women's

movement grew up. After women mobilised

themselves for their liberation, perceptions about women were never the same. The mindset of the modern women with regards to their rights as human beings and in relation to
their male counterparts has changed completely.

I find that the aspect of culture and gender is not a well-researched

subject especially in

the work of the 1990s. Mtuze (1990) conducted a study on the topic of feminism in prose
works of 1909 to 1980. The way gender was perceived then might not be the same as it is
perceived today because of the changing generation. Therefore, I think that there is a
need to look at the aspect of culture and gender in the recent literary work as it would
definitely reflect the present scenario. The aim of this study is therefore to investigate how
Mayosi, who is a female writer, in her recent novel Iqhina lomtshato,

treats culture and

gender.

1.3 STATEMENT OF RESEARCH PROBLEM

As stated before, the aspect of culture and gender is not a well-researched

subject in

Xhosa literature. The reason for the lack of investigation on this subject might be the fact
that people tend to view cultural attributes and gender inequality as natural and inevitable.
They usually base their view of gender inequality on biblical and biological approach. They
regard men as biologically superior to women. For instance, Firestone (1979:9) views
women as the weaker and subordinate sex which has to be dependent on men whether
brother, father or husband for physical survival. But Garskof (1971 :146) disputes this view
as he argues that there is no scientific reason for association of female qualities with
weakness, dishonesty,

stupidity and mindlessness,

forced women into centuries of humiliation.

except that male domination

has
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Garskof (1971 :84) on the other hand is of the view that God created men to be superior
to women as he quotes from the Genesis, chapters 1-3:
In the beginning God created the heaven and earth ... And God said,
Let us make man in our image, after our likeness; and let them have
dominion

over the fish of the sea and over the fowl of the air, and

over the cattle and over all the earth. And the rib, which the Lord
God had taken from man made he a woman and brought

her unto

man ... Unto the woman He said, I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and
thy conception; in sorrow thou shalt bring forth children, and thy desire
shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee.

The problem with the above view is that it is just a myth of creation that is used to justify
discrimination and women oppression. As it is not a theory, we cannot prove its validity,
and therefore we cannot rely on it.

I feel that gender and culture in literature have been neglected in the past, such that now it
has become necessary to conduct a research on its application. The feminist theory that is
introduced to liberate women from their oppression may produce different perception on
this subject.

Also various

changes

in our society with regards

to social,

religious,

educational, political and economical factors may produce different results. So it is evident
that cultural and feminist theories will be used as a framework in this study.

The impact of this study is that

it will be useful to students of African literature who are

involved in the study of culture and gender. It will also help the society at large in changing
the minds of men who still believe in the abuse of women as the only way of putting them
on the right track.
1.4 ORGANISATION

OF STUDY

This study is made up of six chapters, which are organised in the following manner:
Chapter 1 is an introductory chapter where the purpose of the study, statement of the
research problem and the organisation of the study are stated.
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Chapter 2 forms the basis of this study as it comprises theoretical framework in which
this study is based.

Chapter 3 is an analysis space, plot and character in the novel Iqhina lomtshato.

Chapter 4 is about culture in the novel Iqhina lomtshato.

Chapter 5 is about gender, and its analysis in the novel Iqhina lomtshato.

Chapter 6 concludes the study. Observations, summary of findings and recommendations
will be presented.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter aims to discuss about the literature review of the concepts "culture" and "gender"
and their relationship to literature. Section 2.1 deals with culture, and 2.2 with gender.

2.1 CULTURE

Culture, in its broader sense concerns the social values, norms, beliefs and interests. It is also
about its positive social values, food, shelter, health and the fundamental necessities of life,
and on the other hand it encompasses negative social aspects such as crime, disease, death
and witchcraft. These social values are stored in writing worldwide by authors who wrote on
different aspects of culture for preservation purposes. Payne (1997:1) says that culture
retains some of its Latinate connotation of physical nurture or cultivation, as biologists
commonly use the term, but it was not applied to the historical and social organization of
human beings until the mid eighteenth century in Germany. As the concept of culture slowly
began to eclipse that of civilization- it came to signify "a set of attributes and products of
human societies, and therewith of mankind, which are extra somatic and transmissible by
mechanisms other than biological heredity, and are as essentially lacking in sub-human
species as it is aggregated in its societies". Culture and civilisation, as defined by Payne
(1997: 1) is that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, law, morals, customs,
and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society.

Payne (1997:125) quotes the proposal of Williams that the phrase "culture is ordinary" made a
political claim against the exclusions of "selective traditions" of culture. This suggests that
culture understood as meanings in negotiation is found in all kinds of "texts", across different
sites and institutions and throughout everyday life. On the other hand, Brooker (1999:56)
defines culture as an indispensable but multi-accented term with a complex and still opening
history, which in itself expresses the complexity of general human history. Brooker (1999:56)
goes together with Payne (1997:125) when saying culture is used to refer to organic
cultivation as of soil and crops, or to a biological "culture" made in the laboratory. Brooker
(1999:56) summarises his definition by saying that culture is used to refer to individual style or
character to a stage of artistic or intellectual development to the expressive life and traditions
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of a social group, to a social-historical moment or a broader epoch. Brooker (1999:166)
indicates that there are no pure cultures, all cultures are hybrids as they are a mixture of
patriarchal and Western cultures.

2.1.1 CULTURAL

STUDIES

Various theorists such as Bauerlein (1997), Payne (1997) and Guerin et al. (1999) find it
difficult to explain or define what cultural studies is. Bauerlein (1997:30) claims that many
teachers and scholars are not quite sure what cultural studies really is. One would expect that
a reading of cultural studies, anthologies or journals would impart to curious readers what
cultural studies does, what methods it follows, what objects it interprets. But a scan of cultural
studies' titles, subject matters, and approaches reveal much diversity of interests and
methods that a categorical description of cultural studies cannot be derived from them. On the
other hand, Guerin et. al. (1999:240) contend that it is hard to define cultural studies mostly
because the word "culture" is notoriously hard to pin down. They claim that cultural studies is
not really a discrete "approach" at all, but rather a set of practices. They support Brantlinger's
proposal that cultural studies is not a "a tightly coherent, unified movement with a fixed
agenda, but a loosely coherent group of tendencies, issues, and questions.

Payne (1997:124) also states that there is no stable or single version of "cultural studies", any
more than there is of "English" or the other familiar set of proclaimed academic "subjects".
Instead the provenance and her purpose of work in cultural studies have in important ways
been various and context-specific. Furthermore, he says that work is being initiated and
carried forward in disparate locations and academic circumstances despite the increased
visibility of work grouped together had as cultural studies in globalised academic publishing.
One set of circumstances for work later called cultural studies arose in Britain and some other
countries during the 1950s and after. They included:
(i) The personal experiences of various people whose own lifetimes and education
entailed migrations across different cultural borders and worlds.
(ii) The developments

in the post-war societies resulting in considerable

change and innovation.
(iii) The inadequacy of existing academic disciplines to take account of either.

cultural
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Little work was done on marked and visible cultural differences which (despite predictions of
"embourgoisement") included class and regional differences, new forms of popular culture,
youth cultures, "counter culture", little either on the pervasive newer forms of media,
advertising, and music put into circulation through the "cultural "or "consciousness" industries.
The study of literatures and languages was engaged with the close reading of particular texts
but little with the work outside the "canon" with what later called "theory". Guerin et. al.
(1999:240) go together with Payne (1997) when saying that cultural studies is composed of
elements of Marxism, new historicism, feminism, gender studies, anthropology, studies of
race and ethnicity, film theory, sociology, urban studies, public policy studies, popular culture
studies, and post colonial studies: these fields that focus on social and cultural forces that
either create community or cause division and alienation. Practised in such widely varied
journals as Critical Inquiry, Cultural Studies and others, cultural studies involves scrutinizing a
cultural phenomenon and drawing conclusions about the changes in that phenomenon over a
period of time. As one can see from these examples, cultural studies is not necessarily about
literature or even "art" but its approaches generally share four goals, which are as follows:

(i)

Cultural studies transcends the confines of a particular discipline such as literary
criticism or history. This means that the intellectual promise of cultural studies lies in its
attempts to "cut across diverse social and political interests and addresses many of the
struggles within the current scene".

(ii)

Cultural studies is politically engaged. This means that cultural critics see themselves
as "oppositional" to the power structures of society: they question inequalities within
power structures, including the classroom, and seek to restructure relationships among
dominant and subordinated cultures.

(iii)

Cultural studies denies the separation of "high" and "low" or elite and popular culture.
This means that cultural studies is committed in examining the entire range of a
society's beliefs, institutions, and communicative practices including arts.

(iv)

Cultural studies analyses not only the cultural work that is produced but also the
means of production. This means that according to Marxist critics the recognition
should be placed on those who are gifted in art. Their work should be published,
distributed, bought and marketed.
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Cultural studies thus joins 'subjectivity' that is culture in relation to individual lives with
'engagement', a direct approach to attacking class inequities in society. Though cultural
studies practitioners deny "humanism" or the "humanities" as valid categories, they strive for
what they call "social reason", which often strongly resembles (humanists) democratic ideals.
Gerald Graff and James Phelan as quoted by Guerin et. al. (1999:242) claim that culture of
the next century will put a premium on people's ability to deal productively with conflict and
cultural differences. They say learning by controversy is sound training for citizenship in that
future. they also advise that if one has felt alienated for traditional, impersonal academic
criticism, his alienation may be reduced by the recent insistence that we all read from
particular "subject positions" and perspectives rather than objective minds contemplating
universal values.

These controversies result in 'culture wars' of the academy. The most challenging feature of
the culture wars is the assault on traditional categories of gender and sexuality. Feminism and
gender will be discussed later.

To conclude on this aspect of cultural studies, Payne (1997:67)notes that it has become a
widely recognised and referenced body of work, of interest to many kinds of students but at
times also outside education, characterised by a rich diversity of approaches and interests
and also by a degree of marginality.

2.1.2 CULTURAL

MATERIALISM

According to Guerin et. al. (1999:246) cultural materialism started in the 1950s by R.F. Leavis
who was heavily influenced by Anorld. Leavities promoted the "great tradition of Shakespeare
and Milton" in order to improve the moral sensibilities of readers. Guerin et. al. (1999:245)
claim that cultural materialism, which originated in Britain is the key to the development of
cultural studies. There were two trajectories developed for "culture" in Britain. One led back to
the past and the feudal hierarchies that ordered community: culture in its sacred function as
preserver of the past against the present. Another one led towards the future, a socialist
utopia that would stop the distinction between labour and leisure and make transformation not
fixity, the rule.
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Brooker (1999:54) says behind William's use. of the term and his sense of "The inescapable
materiality of works of art" lies an echo of dialectical and historical MATERIALISM and thus
MARXISM and theories

of IDEOLOGY.

Brooker (1999:54)

further

explains

that the

conjunction of "culture" and "materialism", however, suggests how the spheres of art or
ideology and

material

social

and economic

forces

sometimes

held apart

or in a

REFLECTION 1ST, mechanical relationship in classical Marxism - are here understood as in
extricable bound together. CULTURE is therefore to be read as embedded in society and
itself a set of material practices. This indicates that cultural materialism names an approach
rather than an object of study.

SEMIOTICS - Guerin et. al. (1999:246) with reference to the proposal of Roland Barthes and
others, point out that SEMIOTICS is the study of language as "signs" which arose as a
method that would allow culture to be "read" with the same kind of critical acumen that it takes
to read literature. English critics were led to read the sign as ideological or hegemonic and
uncover "maps of meaning" within their codes. Meaning became the site of class struggle.
The Russian Formalists argued that meaning is dialogically produced within that struggle, at
once conflictual and communal, individual and social.

POLYSEMY - or shifting meaning - helped critics see how cultural products may be combined
with new elements to produce the different effects in the different settings. Feminism was
especially important in helping cultural materialists

recognize seemingly "disinterested"

thought as in fact shaped by power structures such as patriarchy. Guerin et. al. (1999:246)
quote Pierre Bourdieu who argues that symbolic capital is the most valuable form of
accumulation in society. Art, must also build and exhibit symbolic capital in order to maintain
control over labour and over their material goods.

2.1.3 POPULAR

CULTURE

According to Payne (1997:415) popular culture is a term, which in both everyday and
academic usage quickly slips free from its ties to any firm theoretical account of either culture
or the popular. It is obviously a concept that only makes sense as a comparative, although the
implied contrast is not obvious at all: "unpopular culture" is not a commonly used descriptive
term and the more usual comparisons are, in fact high culture, folk culture and mass culture.
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A further problem is that "popular culture" is used, often interchangeably and somewhat
confusingly, to refer to both specific cultural and symbolic objects and to "a whole way of life".
There are three overlapping ways in which the term "popular culture" has been used - culture
is defined as that culture which is produced for the people. The "people" in this approach are
thus taken to be a sector of the market, a body of consumers, and "popular culture" describes
certain commodities. This is the context in which popular culture is distinguished from folk
culture by reference to its industrial means of production. The term is also used in distinction
from mass culture by reference to an argument about consumption. "Popular culture" implies
a culture rooted in particular social processes, relations, and values, invented, "the people"
are not the anonymous "masses".

Payne (1997:415) also informs us about two features of this market place of approach which
need stressing. Firstly, it refers to the HISTORY of the popular, to the ways in which past
values and devices are embedded in cultural TEXTS such that they represent people's sense
of their own historical identity. Secondly, an important purpose of popular culture from this
perspective is to mark off a social group from other social groups, to establish the terms of
cultural difference.

2.1.4 SUBCULTURES

Payne (1997:523) points out that subculture refers to distinctive values and processes of
particular groups within wider cultural and social formations. Sub-cultural analysis has been
particularly important in work on the variety of post-war youth cultures and has emphasised
the active construction of cultural meanings and spaces by subordinate, often working-class
groups in various institutional and everyday contexts. There has been detailed commentary
upon patterns of behaviour, forms of dress, styles of music, modes of speech, and much else.
Within the new discipline of sociology, there was a notable series of studies from the
CHICAGO SCHOOL exploring a range of marginal groups within the city, including hobos and
youth "gangs", though this formulation drew attention to particular groups rather than broader
cultural patterns.

According to Payne (1997:523) the dominant groups had power to label groups as "deviant"
from preferred norms, with effects upon the ways in which such groups are signified and
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understood, and also live their own identities. Sub-cultural studies have treated the activities,
forms, and values which they analysed as fairly coherent attempts to make sense of and
pursue strategies within given social locations. A variety of problems have been noted in subcultural analysis. The boundaries and shape of distinctive sub-cultures are not easily drawn,
and now forms of mixing and hybridity receive more notice. It is difficult to analyse the
complexity of the dominant CULTURES, within and against which "sub" cultures mark their
presence.

Payne (1997:523) also states that elements of "resistance" may have been exaggerated, at
times romanticized, for example, in the playing down of aggression and RACISM. Particularly,
sharp protest has been registered against the implicit tendency of sub-cultural frameworks to
marginalise GENDER and celebrate MASCULINITY, writing out the forms of existence of
young women, and also misleading the overlooking, the existence and centrality of relatively
conventional, less spectacular behaviour. All these issues in conjunction with the erosion or
complex qualification of a Marxist framework through an address to issues of GENDER and
RACE have tended to reposition what was once the centrality of sub-cultural analysis within
sociology, work on education, consumption,

and music and in the emerging field of

CULTURAL STUDIES.

2.1.5 URBAN

CULTURE

Payne (1997:546)

also makes a contribution on urban culture. He says that a set of

comparison, often of a strongly moral kind, was drawn between the urban world and that of
the countryside. Extensive recent changes in capitalist cities have been a major theme in
analysing both sceptical and celebratory of POSTMODERNISM. Typical issues have been
urban architecture, the heightened emphasis on consumption spaces, SIGNS and spectacle,
gentrification, and the working-up of cities as imaginaries in a competition for tourism and
business investment. Recent work has also questioned the suitability of cities as convivial
living spaces, or as coherent entities in a decentred era of accelerated global movement.
Urban culture remains almost an impossible object of study, but an extremely interesting one.
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2.1.6. CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Payne ( 1997: 119) also contributes in this culture with cultural anthropology. He says that
anthropology is that branch of anthropology devoted to the study of CULTURE. The basis of
cultural anthropology is a question that has very likely intrigued every human society, past
and present: why do people behave differently from one group to another? To the observing
group, the cultural ways of alien people look at least strange, and perhaps illogical, perhaps
primitive, perhaps morally wrong.

Payne ( 1992: 120) says in order to answer this question a concept was needed which could
serve as a tool for thinking of about these behavioural differences. The concept was culture,
which came together in a workable form around 1860. Four critical aspects of culture were
identified.

(i)

The culture was manifested in behaviours-customs that are patterned and shared.

(ii)

That cultural behaviours are learned from society, not biologically inherited.

(iii)

That cultural behaviours are arranged into what E.B. Taylor called " a complex
whole".

(iv)

Adopted more slowly is that culture consists of "shared ideas", these behaviours and
anti-facts are not culture themselves, but are reflections and products of those shared
ideas. Cultural anthropology emerged as an enterprise for studying culture, conducted
by professionals who identified themselves and each other as anthropologists, who
maintain ways to communicate and debate, who are conversant recent with a common
tool kit of concepts, terms and methods.

Payne ( 1997: 120) points out that by 1900 anthropology in the United States has adopted
this view that culture could be best researched by approaching it within 4 general sub-fields,
only one of which was cultural anthropology, archaeology and linguistics. The specific subject
matter of cultural anthropology seems as to be as diverse as human behaviour and interest.
An unusual feature of cultural anthropology has been the conviction that a culture can most
thoroughly be understood when the anthropologist sees the society not only as an outside
observer but also as an "inside" through the world of view of a native.
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2.1.7 BLACK CULTURAL STUDIES
In black cultural studies Payne ( 1992: 66) maintains that the notion of a black cultural studies
is both problematic and locatable in a specific set of critical and cultural practices. While there
is no definition of the term"

black cultural studies". A wide range of WRITINGS, theories,

cultural work and performances have emerged as an informally defined area of enquiry within
what has come to be called CULTURAL STUDIES. Such DISCOURSES have been related
to the histories and CULTURES of people historically invoked and produced as " black" or , at
other times, more loosely as " THIRD WORLD", in a post independence, post colonial and
post Civil Rights framework. A black cultural studies addresses the interest, concerns,
ideologist and contexts of black cultural work within a national and global context. The very
term "black cultural studies" must be viewed as part of a larger movement towards both a
moving away from traditional theoretical approaches to black culture, as well as an inflection
with in the US context of a rigorous minority discourse during the 1980's and the 1990's. In
the United States since the 1980's a number of publications have emerged that map discuss
and debate the various implications of cultural studies in that country and its different
genealogies.

2.2. GENDER
All over the world, women find their voices in their anguish and anger, making what have
been understood as private sorrows into public crimes. From the work of Bryson (1999:2) we
find an American feminist Naomi Wolf who argues that the 1990's should be seen as the "era
of the 'Gender quake', in which a meaning of a woman is changed forever."

Brooker

(1999:105)

defines gender as "a term for the social, cultural and historical

construction of sexual difference". He also maintains that gender is to be distinguished from
essentialist conceptions of sexual identity founded on a natural "core" of biological sex or the
body. Bauerlein's (1997:62) view of gender is based on Scott's work. His work refers to the
feminists who have begun to use "gender" as a way of referring to the social organisation of
relationship between the sexes. Feminist's aim is to insist on the fundamentally social quality
of distinctions based on sex. The gender theme of inequality between men and women is
derived socially, it is not biologically determined. It is said that women and men are to be
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defined in terms of one another in order to correct the excesses of a fledgling field of inquiry
(women's studies) trying to establish its legitimacy and its discrete and proper campus.
Brooker (1999:105) further explains that elision of sex with gender equates male and female
with masculine and feminine. This, then 'naturalises' the standard of traits of sexual difference
established in society (men are physical strong and therefore associated with the world of
labour, sport and physical combat and are active in the public domain: women are physical
weak and therefore passive; their sphere is home; their bodies determine their roles as
mothers and objects of male desires). He also maintains that this dualism not only reinforces
male authority over women but also perpetuates the norm of male heterosexuality as the
model of natural sexual identity. This happens in Western Societies. He is telling us about
patriarchy, which Weedon (1987:2) defines as the power relation in which women's interest
are subordinated to the interest of men. He says that the hierarchical binary opposition of
male/female, in other words reinforce patriarchy and sexual privilege to the disadvantage of
women, lesbians and gay men. The study of gender is therefore motivated by the critique of
such polarities and their associated terms. If gender is understood as social and cultural
defined, then it can be 'undefined' or deconstructed.

The information taken by Bauerlein (1997) from Scott's work is about the effort of gender
theoretical approaches that are as follows:
The first effort addresses the general subordination and uses "Gender" to reveal
ideologies patriarchy mixed to justify or naturalises that subordination.
The second effort brings gender issues into the socia-economic sphere and assumes
that sexual division of labour are not due to the exigencies of biology. "Gender" in this
Marxian perspective highlights the gender component of many aspects of capitalism.
The third effort proposes a concept of gender based on psychoanalytic notions of
identity formation,

language

being the matter out of which gender

identity is

constructed. "Gender" in this approach serves to loosen the rigidity with which the
processes of identity construction contain subject.

Bauerlein (1997:64) argues that these methods of gender definition and analysis are
inadequate because they either fail to historicize gender appropriately. He proposes a better
definition of "gender". One with "two parts and several subsets". He maintains that the core of
the definition rests on an integral connection

between two proportions:

Gender is a
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constitutive element of social relationships based on perceived differences between the sexes
and Gender is a primary way of signifying relationships of power.

Bauerlein ( 1997:64-65) points out that gender is a mode of CONSTITUTION and means of
SIGNIFICATION, the former of SOCIAL RELATIONS and latter of POWER RELATIONS. It is
noticeable that these are abstract formulation in need of clarification and so Scott attaches to
the first "four interrelated elements".

FIRST ELEMENT

Symbols that evoke multiple representations for example, Eve and
Marry are the symbols of women
Marry for light and purification

SECOND ELEMENT

Eve for dark and pollution

Normative concepts that set forth interpretations of the meaning of
the symbols, doctrines that contain their metaphorical possibilities.

THIRD ELEMENT--- a notion of politics and reference to social institution and organisation
such as education and labour markets.
FOURTH ELEMENT-- a historical concept of "subjective identity", one places subjective
identity into" historically specific cultural representation".

Bauerlein (1997:65) points out that gender is the significance of POWER- it may seem to
imply that gender operates as a normative concept, but in fact gender functions at a more
basic level than that of explicit doctrine. Here, gender is not an object of social beliefs and
mores, but a basic determinant of them. Even perception has its gender factor. In places
where gender does not seem function, the hierarchical structures that do function often have
implicit gender distinctions as part of their organization. This is why theoretical gender
"provides away to decode meaning and to understand the complex connections among
various forms of human interactions.

Bauerlein (1997:65) contends that all forms of political power are articulated through explicit
and implicit gender categories. Political history has, in a sense, been enacted on the field of
gender-and so gender analysis reaches into spheres seemingly devoid of gender, but in truth
structured by gender. "Gender" here is a revelatory mechanism. Once the concept "gender"
enters into historical scholarship, the tacit "gender" relations underlying seemingly nongendered power relations come to light.
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Bauerlein (1997:66) argues that it is noticeable that Scott's definition of gender is complicated
with its propositions and subsets and its multiple historical-theoretical

sides, reveals how

dense and critical the term has become in contemporary scholarship. Gender has an
elaborate historical bearing (on symbols, myths, concepts, doctrine, organizations, and
subjectivity)

and an omnipresent theoretical

pertinence.

It informs large-scale

political

groupings and reaches into personal psyches. It directs the tacit understanding of nature and
society. Gender is not only a marker of sexual difference. It is a strategy of differentiation in
general, explicitly a sexual one, but implicitly a social, political and economic one. Gender as
historical tool recovers a historical information and processes. Gender as a theoretical
manoeuvre

penetrates

the

ideological,

pseudo-natural

disguises

the

sublimated

the

information and processes. The trace of gender here or there signifies the work of gender
everywhere.

On the other hand, another theorist, Payne (1997:217) contributes in this discussion explicitly.
He goes together with Scott as quoted by Bauerlin in that gender denotes the attributes
culturally ascribed to women and men. Payne (1997:217) first makes a distinction between
gender and sex. He says that sex is understood as the sum of the physical characteristics
that make us biologically "women" and "men". In an effort to historicize gender analysis, many
European feminists turned first, for instance, to Marxism- a tradition valued for its insistence
on the historically constructed nature of all social and cultural relations. Yet classical Marxist
models of economic determinism proved inadequate to the cultural analysis of gender, thus
debate has centred more recently on structuralist and psychoanalytic theories that illuminate
the specifically cultural dimension of gendered identity.

Payne (1997:217) also notes that there are clear differences among these three theoretical
traditions. Writers influenced by Structuralism have seen gender as the product of universal
cultural laws and conventions of the "grammar", as it were, that frames linguistic and cultural
expression. Thus, to take just one instance - structuralist accounts of gender and narrative
might focus on the conventional positioning of the male hero as active SUBJECT and the
heroine as passive object of narrative action. In POST-STRUCTURALISM,

by contrast, the

notion of universal cultural laws is jettisoned, and replaced with a vision of meanings and
identities as the result of perpetual processes of linguistic and cultural production.

I
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Payne (1997:218) mentions the idea of symbolic entity to gendering as a practice that is
historically productive of gender identities, which Bauerlin (1997:62) has already mentioned.
The emphasis here on the fluidity of gender is mirrored, finally, in much psychoanalytic
theory. Here, gender is seen first as the result of development in early infancy, centrally of the
Oedipus Complex, through which boys are said to acquire an active (masculine) and girls a
passive (feminine) subjectivity.

2.2.1 MODERN GENDER FORMS
Payne (1997:218) suggests that criticism of modern gender forms has centred on three areas.
First, gendered systems of binary opposition are censured for their division of sexual identity
into two opposing camps. Against these binaries, it is argued that there is no necessary link
between gender and biological sex-women may espouse elements of masculinity and vice
versa, and more radically, that femininity and masculinity themselves are coercive categories,
imposing as they do a rigid dualism on potentially plural meanings and identities. The second
critical attention has focussed on the hierarchy implicit in gender binaries, on the assumption,
that is, masculine authority and feminine subservience. Cultural theorists and critics have
contributed to this political dimension of gender debates by studying the role of cultural
practices and forms in consolidating - or disrupting gender hierarchies and norms. Thirdly and
the final dimension of the cultural critique of gender concerns the relationship between gender
dualism, sexuality, and sexual orientation. It is noticed that many critics argue about the
notion of biological "naturalness of gender". Payne (1997: 218) at the end notes that the
demarcation line between heterosexuality and its opposites enforces an equally rigid division
between the genders, for the only socially legitimised expression of sexual desire is that
between "women" and "men". Gender and sexuality are interdependent,

and gender

transformation becomes contingent on the disruption of heterosexual norms.

2.2.2. FEMININITY
According to Payne (1997:190) femininity is a term with a dual meaning. Firstly, it refers to the
ensemble of cultural forms, meanings and values conventionally associated with women.
Thus certain forms of adornment (dress and make up) or personal quality (passivity, mystery,
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sexual allure) have functional traditionally as cultural markers of femininity. Secondly, it refers
to gender identity, to the sense of self that enables social subjects to say "I" as a woman.
There is a great argument in this case of "femininity". Moi (1985) and Brooker (1999) use the
term "androgyny". In the first place Payne (1997:190) argues that it is common in many areas
of biological and medical science to root distinction between women and men in biological
differences. Moi (1985:12) informs us about Kristeva's idea that it is not the biological sex but
the subject position a woman or a man takes up, that determines their revolutionary potential.

Coming to the term "androgyny" Brooker (1999:9), says "andro" means (male) and "gyn"
(female), this describes the union of the sexes in one being. Brooker (1999:9) also suggests
that it is fatal for anyone who writes to think of his or her sex, that, one must be woman-manly
or manly-woman. She also has an idea of pose the androgyny that has been explored in
POPULAR CULTURE and per formative notions of SEXUALITY. This seems once more to be
more an option for males than for women. Reports have been made that the early gay
liberation movement aimed to break down distinctions between femininity and masculinity so
as to create an androgynous world. Femininity, according to Payne(1997:190) appears as a
natural essence that is both tied exclusively to women and whose influence is felt directly in
all areas of social life (thus women are deemed "biologically" unsuited to certain types of work
and artistic activity). This biological ESSENTIALISM has been a focus of debate in numerous
disciplines, from social science to philosophy and LITERARY CRITICISM. The main impulse
for a critique of essentialist versions of femininity has come, however, from feminism. Here,
the argument that a woman's biology is her destiny, is seen as a source of woman's
subordination,

for if women are "naturally" inferior, then feminist demands for women's

equality, or for the cultural validation of femininity are null and void.

Payne (1997:191) also tells us about ENLIGHTENMENT to HUMANISM whereby the subject
of humanism is, importantly, ungendered, both women and men may theoretically realize their
full potential as self defining individuals. Practically, however, women have regularly been
excluded from or marginalized within CULTURE and history.

Femininity as a whole includes feminism, feminist, feminist theory and feminist criticism.
Feminism is a process whereby women are found being dominated by men politically, socially
and sexually. To support this view, Hooks (1984:1) found that women are a silent majority.
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They are most victimized by sexist oppression physically, psychologically and emotionally; as
they are daily beaten down. They are powerless to change their condition in life. A mark of
their victimization is that they accept their lot in life without visible question, without organized
protest, without collective anger or rage. In this case, Gnanadason et. al. (1996:56) argue that
for too long women have behaved like martyrs trying to do the impossible without
complaining, and have thus managed, even in the face of a hostile world order, to keep the
heart and soul of humanity together. Later on, the issue of violence against women was
challenged by women of Cameroon to adopt a different vision of social change in a
democratic society.

Brooker (1999:94) defines feminism as the feminist movement. The development of the
women's movement and feminism occurred in what are described as "second" and "third"
wave feminism, whereas Kemp (1997:1) terms these waves as first and second waves.
Brooker (1999:94) maintains that second wave feminism most often styled "the women's
liberation movement",

occurred in the late 1960s and 1970s in association

with the

contemporary civil rights movement and the New Left student protest movement, the latter
mobilised chiefly around anti-Vietnam War protests. The women's liberations movement
therefore participated in a dynamic moment of profound social and cultural change. This
includes changing of definitions of CULTURE and politics that is most obvious witnessed in
the advent of a new phase of rock - and - roll and its associated changes in lifestyles. Kemp
(1997: 1) view this wave feminism as being characterised by its grounding in a classical liberal
rights perspective and its focus on campaigns for women's

enfranchisement

and the

extension of civil rights to women.

Brooker (1999:94) suggests that the "third wave" is characterised by the intervention of
women's self-perceptions in the academics of Western societies. It marks the more rigorous
pursuit of feminist theory in an ongoing engagement with MARXISM, PSYCHOANALYSIS,
STRUCTURALISM
questions

and POST STRUCTURALISM

of language

and writing,

CLASS,

and consequently

SEXUALITY,

the

of the debates on

BODY

and SEXUAL

DIFFERENCE. Within the Literary and Cultural Studies, feminism was concerned chiefly with
issues of GENDER and REPRESENTATION across a range of texts and cultural forms.
Kemp (1997:1) views the second wave of feminism as emerged with the publication of Betty
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Friedman's THE FEMININE MYSTIQUE in America in 1963 which was characterised by
extensive and active networks of informal women's groups.

On the other hand Weedon (1987:1) shapes feminist theory as follows:
(i)

Feminism and Politics- where feminism is viewed as politics directed at changing
existing power relations between women and men society. These power relations
structure all areas of life, the family, education and welfare, the worlds of work and
politics, culture and leisure. They determine who does what and for whom, what we are
and what we might become.

(ii)

Politics and Theory - Weedon (1987:4) maintains that if feminism is politics, it is also a
theory, or rather a range of theories. Whether acknowledged or not, every form of
feminist politics, and there are many , implies a particular way of understanding
patriarchy and the possibilities of change. Theory in this sense, is often implicit.
Feminist perspective on patriarchy will involve assumptions
femininity,

masculinity,

lesbianism,

about sex, gender,

identity and change. The way in which we

understand these things will be derived from a range of sources and forms of
knowledge production that may well be far from coherent. For many women, a feminist
perspective

results

institutionalised

from

the

conflict

definitions of women's

and

contradictions

nature and social

between

dominant

role, inherent

in the

contemporary sexual division of labour, medicine, social welfare, religion and the
media and our experience of these institutions in the context of the dominant liberal
discourse of the free and self determining of the individual. In order to make sense of
these

contradictions

we

need

new

theoretical

perspectives

that

challenge

individualism. It is here that feminist theories can make sense of women's awareness
of the conflicts and contradictions in our everyday lives which, from the perspective of
an isolated individual, who does not consciously take the social construction of gender
into account, may seem inexplicable. This is where women are able to call them into
question and open the way for change.
(iii)

Theory and Experience - Weedon (1987:6) states that many feminists maintain an
active hostility to theory. It is seen as a way of denying the centrality of women's
experience, a way of removing the control of the meaning of our lives from individual
women and of telling us what we should think. Feminists often argue that this work and
the theory which informs it has little or nothing to say to women, and in radical feminist
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theory it is seen as a way of denying women access to their true selves. The problems
of relationships between experience and theory, access to knowledge and patriarchal
structure and content of knowledge are of central importance to feminism. To dismiss
all theory as an elitist attempt to tell women what serve as a reminder of the
importance

of transforming the material conditions of knowledge production and

women's access to knowledge. Hence, Kemp (1997:5) says it is not theory itself which
feminists should be wary of but particular forms of theorizing which operate to reinforce
the status quo rather than challenge its operation. He argues that rather than turning
our backs on theory and taking refuge in experience alone, we should think in terms of
transforming

both the social relations of knowledge production and the type of

knowledge produced. to do so requires that we tackle the fundamental questions of
how and where knowledge is produced and by whom, and of what counts as
knowledge. It also requires a transformation of the structures which determine how
knowledge is disseminated or otherwise.

Shifts in feminist theorizing, which are notable from the early years of second-wave feminism
to the present day, include the extent to which many theorists now insist on broadening their
scope beyond the exclusive focus on male dominance. One striking continuity within secondwave feminism,

however, lies in the feminist commitment, political change, to politically

motivated research, and politically engaged theory.

2.2.3 FEMINIST CRITICISM
According to Moi (1986:204) feminist criticism is a specific kind of political discourse, a critical
and theoretical practice committed to the struggle against patriarchy and sexism, not simply a
concern for gender in literature, at least not if the latter is presented as no more than another
interesting critical approach on a line with a concern for sea-imagery or metaphors of war in
medieval poetry.

On the other hand, Ruthven (1984:24) suggests that every critical method is a scanning
devise for picking up particular types of information, which it logs by means of a technical
vocabulary specially invented for this purpose. This point of inventing a new device is to
reveal what was previously invisible, and in that way to articulate a new kind of knowledge.
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However, feminist criticism is a scanning device in this sense, as it operates in the service of
a new knowledge which is constructed by rendering visible the hitherto invisible component of
'gender' in all discourses produced by the humanities and the social sciences.

Donovan( 1975: 1) contends that the emergence of feminist criticism like the mushrooming of
its parent political movement, owes as much to spontaneous generation as to nationwide
organization. He maintains that feminist criticism has three distinct subdivisions, that is, the
analysis of the "image of women", the examination of existing criticism of female authors and
crux of feminist criticism in the future. This is a "prescriptive" criticism that attempts to set
standards for literature that is "good" from a feminist viewpoint.

According to Payne (1997:192) feminist criticism has grown mainly out of the modern feminist
movement of the 1960s and 1970s in the United States and in France. In America feminist
criticism of the later 1960s and early 1970s recognized no authority and so is not associated
with anyone, woman or group of women. It has achieved considerable authority itself by
working largely within the universities and, many have charged, colluding with the critical
establishment. In the first phase it was flamboyantly engaged and disputed any notion of
neutrality in criticism, insisting on you yoking personal and political, it often turned the
consumption of literature into a kind of therapy, with criticism the account of a personal
awakening.

In 1960, feminine

criticism noted the stereotypes literature had foisted on

women, such as the FEMME FATALE, the whore, the angel in the house, and the moral
guardian of man, and it tied these representations to the degradation of women in life.

Payne (1997:192) maintains that such critics demeaning to women, especially attacked an
American LITERARY CRITICISM, which had elevated those TEXT most as Annette Kolodny
who revealed the cultural betrayal of women. It was also argued that male literary history had
systematically downgraded the genres in which women chose to write, for example, women's
domination of the nineteenth century. American popular novel had become simply a matter of
regret in most literary histories. This exclusion suggested that a major task of feminist
criticism was the reinscribing of women writers in history. This became the agenda of the mid1970s. Some critics such as Ellen Moers seemed to suggest the creating of separate
women's tradition, whereas, Ellaine Showalter insisted that women writers formed a sub
culture, not a culture, because of the interrupted nature of women's literary history, the
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alienated women from a sense of collective identity, it was impossible to speak of a women's
tradition or movement.

Payne (1997:192) argues that the authors agreed that women writers responded to sociocultural constraints by creating SYMBOLIC narratives that expressed common feelings of
constriction, exclusion, and dispossession, and they connected textuality and sexuality, genre
and gender, psychosexual identity and cultural authority. Late in 1970s, American feminist
criticism was feeling the tug of theory, and a split occurred between those felt that feminist
criticism should develop a theory or utilized a male one and those who saw any theory as the
authoritarian voice of PATRIARCHY. The latter wanted to continue the construction of a
female framework for analysing women's writing and the development of models based on
the study of female experience, they worried that theory would separate feminist criticism
from feminism as a political cause.

2.2.4 WOMEN'S STUDIES
Payne (1997:568) mentions that the notion of women studies has two major ways, that is,
firstly, it is used as a synonym for FEMINIST CRITICISM and scholarship generally.
Secondly, it is used as the name for that ensemble of university departments, research
centres, professional organizations, journals, presses, conferences, and other academic
"houses" specifically dedicated to promoting such scholarship. Women studies has frequently
been called the "academic arm" of the feminist movement. Women studies is envisaged as a
"safe space" for feminist intellectuals, designed to facilitate the personal and intellectual
growth of its participants and challenge the sexism of the society at large. This happened
whether located inside or outside traditional educational institutions.

2.2.4.1 MAJOR GOALS OF WOMEN'S STUDIES
Payne (1997:568) says that there are three major goals of women's studies summarized by
Stimpson as follows:

(i)

I

To teach the subject of women properly.
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(ii)

Ending sex discrimination in education at all levels from pre-kindergarten to post
doctoral study.

(iii)

Integrating feminist activism with feminist thought.

In addition, Payne(1997:569)

explains more about proper teaching which contains the

following related issues:
Content

what is taught

Pedagogy

how it is taught

Subject

the questions asked in class and laboratory

Theory and Method

how questions are answered and research
conducted and what counts as knowledge.

Payne (1997:569) suggests that women's studies is depicted as a demanding weapon as it
says; women have the same capacity for learning and right to be educated as men, this
education is concerned with making better companions for men and better suited to fulfil their
designated roles in patriarchy, teaching must not be only about women but also for womenspecifically for women's liberation from male dominance.

2.2.4.2 URGENT NEEDS

Payne (1997:570) explains that the rapid pace with which women's studies has become
legitimised indicates that urgent needs were being met. The first and most urgent of those
needs was to state an enormous hunger for information about women and analysis of
women's lives, to develop ways of knowing that did not leave out half of humanity.
Scholarship and curriculum revision have proceeded hand in hand, as women's studies
practitioners first seemed to ask what Mary Darly called "non-questions about non-data", and
then moved to make women visible and re-interpret

women's

roles in history and

contributions to culture. In black studies just as early work was envisaged as a necessary
corrective to the demeaning representation of black people in the dominant racist culture - a
means of demonstrating the street slogan, "Black is beautiful"- early work in women's studies
began with critique of the stereotyped and derogatory representation of women in male
dominant culture, with analysis of the ideological charge of "images of women", especially
their destructive psychological impact as oppression is internalized.
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Payne (1997:572) says that in the 1970s opposition to women's studies took the form of firing,
negative tenure decisions, and cuts in funding to programs at individual schools. Funds were
cut at the national level and a media campaign was launched against women's studies by the
religious right, characterizing it as a "take over" of College campuses is by "feminazis", man hating lesbian guerrillas disguised by a thin veneer of "ersatz scholarship". He contends that
there is a problem of a cluster of issues which indicate the need for greater inclusivity and
diversity in women studies. Since its beginnings, women's studies has been a sight of political
and ideological diversity, yet despite the creative possibilities diversity allows, it is often feared
and suppressed as a source of conflict. There was a conflict between LIBERAL and radical
feminists about whether or not women's studies should represent itself as overtly feminist, or
even "political".

There was disagreement about whether women's studies practitioners must also engage in
activism academia. There was a conflict over how women's studies should be named. This
was re-opened as the role of men in feminism to be debated. Another problem is that there
was a lack of unifying IDEOLOGY for women's studies which has been a central and
unresolved problem since its inception.

At the end, Payne (1997:573) asserts that women's studies shares certain problems with
academic's general problems, which the rapid growth of women's studies and its commitment
to interdisciplinary inquiry have only exacerbated. The most among these is the enormous
expansion of knowledge, how to cope with the burgeoning scholarship and proliferation of
theories and methods.

2.2.5 FEMINIST APPROACHES
Feminist approaches as suggested by Guerin et. al. (1999) are discussed under the following
headings:
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2.2.5.1 FEMINISM AND FEMINIST LITERARY CRITICISM

Feminism and feminist literary criticism are often defined as a matter of what is absent rather
than what is present. Unlike the other approaches which are already examined, feminist
literary criticism is often a political attack upon other modes of criticism and theory, and its
social orientation moves beyond traditional literary criticism. In its diversity, feminism is
concerned with the marginalization of all women: that is, with their being relegated to a
secondary position. Most feminists believe that our culture is a patriarchal culture: that is , one
organised in favour of the interests of men. Feminists literary critics try to explain how power
imbalances due to gender in a given culture are reflected in or challenged by literary texts.

Guerin et. al.(1999:196) argue with reference to the view of Adrinne Rich, a contemporary
American poet who describes feminism as the place where in the most natural, organic way
subjectivity and politics have to come together. This critical stance allows feminism to protest
the exclusion of women from the literary canon. Guerin et. al. (1999:196) contend that
feminist critics generally agree that their goals are to expose patriarchal premises and
resulting prejudices, to promote discovery and re-evaluation of literature by women, and to
examine social, cultural and psychosexual contents of literature and literary criticism.

2.2.5.2

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW AND MAJOR THEMES IN FEMINIST CRITICISM

Guerin et. al. (1999:198) identify three historical phases of women's literary development: the
feminine phase-whereby women writers imitated the dominant tradition; the feminist phasewhereby women advocated minority rights and protested; and the female phase-whereby
dependency on opposition, that is, on uncovering misogyny in male texts being replaced by a
rediscovery of women's texts and women. Traditional literary history that reduces female
writers to only a few who are "accepted" was attacked. Some books appeared that called to
an end of sex discrimination and enforcement of equal rights. On the other hand, there are
some writers who analysed reductive images of women in American magazines, distort
female characters by associating them with deviance, the "interior colonization" of women by
men is "sturdier or stronger" than any form of segregation, and more rigorous than class
stratification, more uniform, certainly more enduring. Guerin et. al (1999:204) identify four
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models of differences: biological, linguistic, psychoanalytic and cultural, which they describe
as follows:
Biological model - this is the most extreme, if the text somehow mirrors the body, this
can reduce women nearly to bodies. Yet Showalter praises frankness with regard to
the body in female poets and finds in their intimate and confessional tone a rebuke to
those women who continue to write "outside" the female body, as though it did not
exist.

Linguistic model - here, if women continue to speak as men do when they enter
discourse, whatever they say will be alienated. Yet advocates of this position admit that
there is no separate "female" language and no evidence to suggest that the sexes are
programmed to develop structurally different languages.
Psychoanalytic model - this identifies gender differences as the basis of the psyche,
focussing

on the relation of gender to the artistic process. It stresses feminine

difference as the free play of meaning outside the need for closure.
Cultural model - this places feminist concerns in social contexts, acknowledging class,
racial, national and historical differences and determinants among women, but offering
a collective experience that unites women over time and space- a "binding force".

2.2.5.3 FOUR SIGNIFICANT CURRENT PRACTICES
A. GENDER STUDIES
Guerin et. al. (1999:200) say that gender determines everything including language. Some
feminists stress gender differences, others believe that the entire concept of female difference
is what has caused female oppression, they wish to move beyond "difference" altogether.
Male critics who wish to pursue feminists studies often do so under the umbrella term of
gender studies, and in gay studies, critics often approach their subject through the topic of
gender. In criticism and in literature, feminist critics identify sex-related writing strategies,
including matters

of subject,

vocabulary,

characterization, and genre preference.

syntax,

style,

imagery,

narrative

structure,
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Guerin et. al. (1999:200) suggest that by studying women's writing as a gender issue, we are
led to ask the general questions, what is to be valued? Is diary literature less worthy than the
"realistic" novel of the "high modernist" poem? The male tradition seemingly would have it so.
But the last few years have seen an unprecedented challenge to traditional thinking, with
greater attention paid to such suppressed or devalued artistic genres as women's letters and
journals.

B. MARXIST FEMINISM

Guerin et. al (1999:202) state that this criticism focusses on the relation between reading and
social realities. Karl Marx argued that all historical and social developments are determined
by forms of economic production. Marxist feminists attack the prevailing capitalistic system of
the West, which they view as sexually as well as economically exploitative. Marxist feminists
thus combine the study of class with that of gender. In Marxist feminism personal identity is
not seen as separate from cultural identity. As stated by Guerin et. al (1999:202) Marxists are
often attacked for undervaluing or misunderstanding the nature of quality in art. Literary value
is something conditioned by social beliefs and needs. Robinson responds to such criticism
with a counter-attack on formalism. Form, style, and history are not independent of content.
Ideology or politics and formalism serve ruling class interest, connecting it to the systematic
exclusion of women, non-whites and working class.

c. PSYCHOANALYTIC

FEMINISM

Guerin et. al. (1999:203) say that in America, psychoanalytic criticism has tended to be
practical and not particularly terminology-ridden. Some critics examine female images and
address such topics as mothering, living within enclosures doubling of characters and of the
self, women's diseases, and feminized landscapes, and they make the interesting argument
that female writers often identify themselves with the literary characters they detest. The most
innovative and far reaching use of psycho-analytic theories for feminist criticism is among the
French, "ENGLISH
FRENCH

FEMINIST

FEMINIST
criticism,

criticism,

essentially,

essentially

Marxist,

psychoanalytic,

stresses

OPPRESSION,

stresses

REPRESSION,

AMERICAN FEMINIST criticism, essentially textual, stresses EXPRESSION". The above,
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however, have become gynocentric, searching for terminology to rescue the feminine from
being a synonym for inferiority.

Guerin et. al. (1999:204) inform us about Freudian theory in which the child has not yet
differentiated

himself or herself from the mother and has accordingly

not yet learned

language. The Oedipal crisis marks the entrance of the child into the world of symbolic order
(language) in which everything is separate, including conscious and unconscious, self and
other, words and actions. Guerin et. al. (1999:204) claim that in this Freudian theory
"unconscious" is described as structured like a language; like a language, its power arises
from the sense of openness and play of meaning. When we "read" language we may identify
gaps in what is signified as evidence of the unconscious, for language is a mixture of fixed
meaning and metaphors. Femininity is then a "language" of the unconscious that destabilizes
sexual categories.

Guerin et. al. (1999:204) say that Kristeva describes a Mother centred realm of expression as
the semiotic as opposed to the symbolic Law of the Father. "A mother is a continuous
separation, a division of the very flesh". The experience of giving birth paradoxically "wounds
but increases" with the calm of another life, the life of that other who wends his way while I
remained henceforth like a framework". Guerin et. al.(1999:207) suggest that myth can also
help ethnic groups, especially oppressed minorities, reorganise and reorient themselves
within a dominant culture. Myth manages to bring together private and public experiences in
forms that can be as direct or as masked as the situation demands. It especially appeals to
women because of their identification with nature, as in the vegetation-goddess archetypes.

D. MINORITY FEMINIST CRITICISM

As stated by Guerin et. al (1999:208) the most prominent minority feminist criticism is
comprised of black and lesbian feminists. Blacks and lesbians have been violently attacked in
all manner of ways in Western literature and culture in general. During the 1960s interest in
black culture grew, as the inclusion of black writers in syllabi and anthologies attests. Some
writers make an important general distinction between the ways black female writers influence
each other and the way male writers do. Awkward points out that black female writers carry
out their relationships as mothers, daughters, sisters and aunts rather than as sons vying with
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fathers. The competitive attitude among male authors seem inappropriate to female writers in
general and to black female writers in particular. Some writers tried to define what does and
does not constitute a lesbian and what is and what is not lesbian criticism.

Lesbian writers, as viewed by Guerin et. al. (1999:208) imagine a world in which males are no
longer central, and they do not wish to be categorized with all other feminists but rather
preserve their sense of difference. They believe that an overly inclusive definition of lesbian
will only blur the distinctions

between

lesbian relationships

and non-lesbian

female

friendships. Zimmerman describes "lesbianism" as a kind of relationship in which two
women's strongest feelings and affections are directed toward each other. There may be
sexual contact or it may be entirely absent, but the preference of the women is to spend their
time together and to share most aspects of their lives with each other. Lesbian critics reject
the notion of a unified text, they investigate mirror images, secret codes, dreams, and stories
of identity, they are drawn to neologisms, unconventional grammar, and other experimental
techniques. They stress ambiguity and open endings of stories and they seek double
meanings. They offer new genres as well as new views of such accepted genres.

2.2.5.4 THE FUTURE OF FEMINIST LITERARY STUDIES: PROBLEMS
Guerin et. al (1999:212) maintain that feminists have caused a major re-orientation of values
in literary studies and elsewhere in Western culture, and it will continue to challenge long-held
beliefs and practices. Though it is no longer acceptable to display sexist values in the
academy or workplace, hostility to feminists persists, to say nothing of the denigration of
female writers. The following problems within feminist criticism still remain to be resolved.
Firstly, many women who think of themselves as feminists are somehow not considered
feminists "enough" by more radical feminists, and this often leads women in the first group to
reject feminism as a field of study altogether. Older women feel that they are being judged by
their younger and more theoretically inclined sisters, They also complain that to be allowed to
do as one pleases and thinks, not adopting a rigid party line, should be the goal of feminism.
They also feel that feminist literary criticism has become too theoretical and too radical
entirely and has lost sight of both its social roots and its application to reading texts.
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Also, Guerin et. al (1999:213) maintains that the feminism's political biases caused a storm of
protest from the feminist critics. The debate centres on formalism versus political meaning.
Vendier seems to have little to complain of in feminist political theory in general, but in
feminist literary criticism, she finds much that is lacking. She also finds fruitless the attempt of
later feminist critics to discover a distinctively female way of writing or a women's language.
"Feminism's unacknowledged problem, visible from its inception, has been its ascription of
special virtue to women. Feminism assumes that men, as a class, are base and women are
moral; in its angry version, that men are oppressors and women are the oppressed".

Guerin et. al. (1999:214) claim that another problem is what to do with male feminist critics.
Many feminists believe that no man can possibly read or write or teach as a feminist: some
even feel that men should be barred from teaching as feminists. Feminism continues to
flourish in its many forms, and it will continue to offer society and literary studies a fruitful and
exciting set of intellectual problems. Most feminists do not want to abolish male values,
instead, they wish to do away with such gender-typed categories altogether.

2.3 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I highlighted various theoretical views on the concept of culture and gender in
relation to literature. The theoretical framework that constitute this study is based on Western
culture and gender, which I found to be similar to the African

perception of gender and

culture. Culture is defined in the same way but the exact cultural practices differ from society
to society. From the various definitions of culture, it becomes clear that culture is what binds
the particular society together as every behaviour and mis-behaviour of its members can be
defined under a set of rules that are basically known as norms and values. These shared
norms and values are binding to all the members of that particular society as every member is
expected to conform to them. Various topics on culture have been explored.

There are cultural studies that are conducted on the diversity of human culture, which comes
up with the history of various cultures, cultural anthropology which is looking at why people
have different cultures, cultural materialism, what is called popular culture, sub-cultures,
urban cultures in comparison to culture in rural areas, and black cultural studies that were
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conducted in the Western countries. Black cultural studies in Africa may have made a clear
stance as far as various cultural practices are concerned.

Gender forms a very hot subject as various theorists including the feminists strive for their
voices to be heard. The problem of gender inequality seems to be a universal issue. In all
types of societies, sexual inequality, women oppression and subordination is evident. This is
the reason for the formation of women's movements which started in the Western countries
but end up spreading all over the world. The women's liberation movement known as feminist
movement reject the traditional assumptions about how a woman should live. The idea of
regarding women as biologically or naturally inferior to men is disputed at all costs. The key
goal of this movement is to liberate women from the bondage of male domination, and to
grant equal opportunities to them as human beings. They argue that if gender is social and
cultural defined, then it can be deconstructed so that it is reconstructed taking the women's
rights into account. Discrimination against women persist in all spheres of life, as it is
experienced socially, politically and economically. For instance, gender determines power
relations in social life, economic, and political sphere. Even in writing, women were
discriminated against as many writers regarded their work as expressing common feelings of
constriction, exclusion, and dispossession. Their work was also regarded as connecting
sexuality and textuality, gender and genre, psychosexual identity and cultural authority. In
Western literature, during the 1960s interest in black culture grew as a result black writers
were included in syllabi and anthologies.

There are various studies which come up with modern gender forms, whereby heterosexuality
is regarded not as the only way people can express their sexual desires. Other sexuality
forms like women to women relationship, which is known as lesbianism, and male to male
relationship, the gays, need to be recognised. In fact, these studies stress that gender and
sexuality are two different subjects which are interdependent but which need to be treated
separately. The feminists believe that it is not the biological sex but the position women and
men hold up in society that determines their potential. But, it is said that blacks and lesbians
have been violently attacked in all manner of ways in Western literature. There is also a
problem of male feminists critics who seem to deal with feminist issues as if they have
experienced them. Feminists feel that men should be barred from teaching as feminists.
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I will use this theoretical framework that is of Western origin as a base of my study, though
the main focus will be on African culture and gender.
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CHAPTER 3: LITERARY ANALYSIS
The aim of this chapter is to outline briefly some of the literary aspects in relation to Mayasi's
novel, Iqhina lomtshato (1995). In this analysis, I will focus on how well the novel deals with
aspects like plot, which forms the essential element of the story, characterisation and space,
in as far as it relates to setting. Let us now look at these aspects separately.

3.1 PLOT
Plot literally means 'the built up of a story'. This means that it is about the structure of actions
in a story. Various theorists define plot in different but related ways. Chatman (1978:20)
defines plot in terms of what happens in the story; saying that it is the order of events as the
novelist or writer of the story arranges them. According to Cohen (1973:68) plot structure
encompasses every means which an author uses to arrange and unify his material. Since it is
the arrangement of a sequence of events, chronology is a means of organisation of actions. It
is the events that cause the story to progress and actions to take place. The order of events
can be sequential (abc), flashback (acb) or begin in media ves (bca). Plot deals with the
arrangement of events to achieve a specific artistic effects such as conflict, suspense and
tension among the characters. This becomes evident in Donelson and Nilsen's (1989:46)
definition of plot:

"As the sequence of events in which the characters play out their roles in
some kind of conflict. So to have an interesting plot, a story must have a problem of
some sort".

The events follow a pattern of cause and result. This is confirmed by 8aldick (1990:170) in his
definition of plot as" the pattern of events and situations in a narrative work as selected and
arranged both to emphasize relationships usually of cause and effect between incidents and
elicit a particular kind of interest in the reader or audience such as surprise or suspense".
From the above definitions, it becomes clear that conflict is the popular element which drives
the story to its climax. Roberts (1987:77) argues that the controlling impulse in a connected
pattern of cause and effect is conflict, which refers to people or circumstances that a
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character must face and try to overcome. Conflict brings about the extremes of human energy
causing characters to engage in decisions, actions, responses, and interactions that make up
fictional and dramatic literature. Henry (1995:61) says that conflict refers to the struggle
between two or more contrary forces that generally is at the heart of any fictional work's plot.
Conflict can be classified under four categories, which in turn can be experienced internally
and externally.
man against some aspects of himself
man against man
man against society
man against nature
The first category constitutes internal conflict. By internal conflict, we mean conflict within
one's self. This means that the character has conflicting elements within him or herself. The
last three categories refer to external conflict.

If a story reads without

conflict, it will be difficult for a reader to develop tension and

suspense. Abrams (1993:160) defines suspense as a lack of certainty, on the part of a
concerned reader about what is going to happen, especially to characters with whom the
reader has established a bond of sympathy. Also, Henry (1995:296) gives the definition of
tension as
"The sense of excitement a reader feels when two or more aspects of a
work tug her in seemingly opposite directions, helping her to maintain psychological
interest in work".
This line of tension and suspense leads to a climax and ends with the denouement
(unravelling of plot, final solution) in which the problems or tensions are resolved. Plot
structure can be viewed in various ways that are classified into two methods, traditional
method and modern method. The various plot structures are dramatic structure, epic
structure, tragic structure and episodic structure. The traditional method includes all the plot
structures that are designed with a tightly coherent plot as the action in a story is continually
rising, building suspense and finally leading to some sort of climax, with brief subsiding and
wrapping up of details afterwards. In contrast to plots with rising actions are those that are
episodic in nature. Heese & Lawton (1994: 136) point out that "in episodic nature, episodes
are unrelated just linked by the theme".
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Chatman (1978:43) points out that the events in a story are turned into a plot by its discourse,
the modus of presentation. Story can be seen as CONTENT and plot as the DISCOURSE or
the expression. Now that the definition and brief outline about what the plot is, has been
given, we will proceed with its application in the novel, Iqhina lamtshato.

3.1.1 PLOT STRUCTURE ANALYSIS IN IQHINA LOMTSHATO (1995)

In Iqhina lomtshato (marriage tie), the plot structure is episodic in nature, though events and
actions are interrelated. This novel is one amongst the others, which aims to disclose the true
reflection of our past under the banner of Apartheid government in the Republic of South
Africa. It artfully reveals social, economic and political situation that prevailed in this country
during the Apartheid era. Iqhina lomtshato tries to combine two contrary themes, love and
political unrest or war in one story. It is based on love between Sindiswa and Skhungo which
is interrupted by Max, who bribes Sindiswa to love him. After the two lovebirds, Sindiswa and
Skhungo pass their matric, they both find themselves unable to continue with their studies
due to financial constraints.

They are forced to part as each of them is going to search for a job. Skhungo is going to
Durban whereas Sindiswa will go to Umtata. On the New Year's eve, they meet in their
private place (indawo yedinga) to make vows to keep their love for each other until they meet
again. One of the contributing factors to the novel's episodic structure is the fact that the story
takes place in various concrete places like Umtata in Sindiswa's place, Casino at Lurholweni,
which is also in Transkei, indawo yedinga, a private place where Skhungo meets with
Sindiswa Durban, where Skhungo lived with his aunt, and Hammanskraal, where Skhungo
went for training.

Skhungo is portrayed as a man with an external conflict, that is, between himself and social
life, between himself and man and also between himself and the government. While in
Durban, he is forced by the high rate of unemployment to join police force, as it was the only
job available. Faced with his conflicting ideas, he thinks of his lover as he says:
Sindiswa, ukuba ubukufutshane bendilufuna uluvo Iwakho malunga
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nokuya kungenela ubupolisa, kodwa akunamsebenzi ndiza kuya sele
ndidiniwe kukuhamba ndijikeleza.

p 36.

(Sindiswa, if you were nearer I would like to hear your opinion about
Joining police force, but it does not matter I am going to join it, I am
now tired of going around looking for a job.)

He undergoes training in Hammanskraal. As a policeman, he is expected to carry out the
duties ascribed to him by his authority, of which he finds difficulty in carrying. Skhungo's
internal conflict is projected externally when he refuses to obey the orders to shoot unarmed
protesting workers in hospital against the unhealthy conditions in their workplace. Skhungo's
aunt is part of the gathering. Skhungo has to face the disciplinary committee for his defiance.
Due to the seriousness of this matter and his unpreparedness to stay in his job as a
policeman, Skhungo decides to skip the borders of South Africa. He goes to exile and as from
then he becomes

an enemy of the South African government

and the surrounding

homelands. Max confirms that the South African Defence Force and the Transkei Police
Force are working together when dealing with terrorism:
Bacinga

ukuba bangamelana noMkhosi wamaPolisa ase Transkei nowaseMzantsi-

Afrika, kuba siyancedisana sonke xa kuyimibandela yokhuseleko Iwelizwe.

p 63.

(They think that they can stand the Transkei Police Force and the
South African Defence Force, because we work together when it
comes to issues concerning the security and order in this country.)
When he comes back to Transkei, to visit his family and his lover, Sindiswa, policemen chase
him like a dog chasing a buck. He is now labelled as a terrorist. He counteracts their actions
with his so-called terrorist actions like bombing the house of the Minister of Police.

Skhungo is also faced with man to man conflict, that is, himself and Max. Besides his
occupation as a senior detective in the Republic of Transkei, Max and Skhungo are rivals as
they both love the same girl. The irony here is the fact that Max wants to nail down this
terrorist Skhungo who is spoiling their happiness in their independent country, not knowing
that he is the man who is the stumbling block between Sindiswa and himself. He goes out of
his way trying by all means to catch him so as to stop his terrorist actions. We feel like
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laughing at him when he involves Sindiswa in tracking down Skhungo. He even says that the
appearance of this terrorist has changed their happy lives:
Ndiya ndiyithiya mpela le nto yalo mgrogrisi. Besisoloko sonwabile ngaphambili kunjalo
nje sisencochoyini yothando Iwethu. Into yonakala okokoko kwathi kwavakala iindaba
ngalo mgrogrisi.

p 75.

(I begin to really despise this terrorist thing. We were very happy before
in fact we were on top of our love. Things changed ever since we got the
news about this terrorist.)

On the other hand, Skhungo knows that he has to be very careful when visiting Sindiswa's
place. At the end, their love conquer.

Sindiswa is also faced with the internal conflict as she has conflicting ideas within herself right
through the story. She finds herself in Max's car driving towards the Casino at Mzamba,
where Max proposes love to her. From the beginning, Sindiswa shows no interest to Max.
Instead, we find her deep in thoughts, remembering her lover Skhungo.
Kwathi thaa engqondweni umfana ancuma naye ebebesenza
kunye ibanga leshumi uSkhungo Faku.

p 6.

(There came a vivid picture in her mind of a young man she
is in love with, as they were both doing STD 10, Skhungo Faku.)
To prove that Sindiswa does not associate herself falling in love with Max, she asks Max to off
load her and addresses him "tata", which means father, to show the big difference in their
ages. If Max was closer to her age she would call him "bhuti", meaning brother. In response to
this, Max seems to be offended and orders her:
Please call me Max, sana. Andiyingene konke eyokubizwa ngathi
ndilixhego lasezilalini.

p 3.

(Please call me Max, baby. I do not like at all to be called as an
old village man.)

Max is portrayed as very fond of young girls despite his age. He entices them with money, his
car and his high position at his work. In taking Sindiswa to the Casino without her choice, he
is doing the usual but things work different today;
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UMax waye/uqhe/i/e O/U hambo nezo zakhe athi
Wabhideka noko nga/e mini.

ztyeznsnoïotol«.

p 10.

(Max was familiar with this outing with those he says they propose
themselves. He was a bit confused in this day.)

Despite Sindiswa's sad reaction to his surprise journey, Max continues with his plans. He
gives Sindiswa a present when they arrived at the Casino and also offers to buy her beautiful
garments in a boutique at Margate the next morning. He also promises to find her a job in the
bank of Transkei and offers to rent a flat for her. With all these offers that involve money,
Sindiswa feels ashamed to say "no" to Max's proposal. This is how their love life started, it is
based on material things not on love. Throughout the story, Sindiswa is not happy about what
she did but the problem is that she is afraid to voice out her feelings to Max. Things become
complicated even more when her lover, Skhungo, becomes a wanted, hunted high and low by
Max. She decides to live with it.

When she becomes pregnant with Skhungo's child, things become more complicated. Max
wants to marry her before she delivers the child as he states:
Andifuni owam unyana abe ebizwa ngezinye iifani. Ndifuna athi
eve/a abe ebhaliswa ngeyam ifani.

p 78

(I do not want my son to be called by other surnames. I want him
to be registered with my surname the minute he comes out.)
Sindiswa delays him as she is still looking for the way out in this mess. Ultimately, Max goes
to Sindiswa's parents to discuss about their marriage. Max becomes part of the delegation,
which is unusual for a groom to do. He is supposed to send his fathers from his home, not his
friends as he did. To make matters worse, Max handles the wedding plans all by himself.
Even Sindiswa is not involved, let alone her parents. He seems to be the mastermind,
undermining any ideas from other people concern. Max is not aware that he is digging his
own grave.

Sindiswa's parents soon notice that their daughter is distanced as far as this matter is
concerned. This unilateral planning of the wedding evokes dissatisfaction and concern in the
community as comments like these were heard:
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Ibiyintoni na khona into yokuqhutyelwa komtshato ekhasino
p 106.

ngathi akanamzi uRadebe.

(What was the reason for the wedding to take place in the casino
as if Radebe hasn't got a home.)
Unfortunately, Max keeps himself very busy with the wedding plans as a result he does not
have an eye to see that there is something that is going on inside his wife to be. Sindiswa is
very anxious as their plan with Skhungo seems to fail. Skhungo appears during the night of
the wedding and they elope with their child. Max waits for the bride forever.

From the above analysis, I think it is clear how conflict propels action in the story and how the
reader retains tension and suspense right through the story due to this conflict. I will now look
at the episodic plot structure of this novel. The novel will be divided into episodes, with the
page numbers given and then the events that constitute each episode will be stated.
Afterwards, the chronological order of events will be given. For the deviation from the normal
chronological order, the terms prolepsis and analepsis will be used which imply moving
forward and backward respectively.

3.1.2. EPISODIC STRUCTURE IN IQHINA LOMTSHATO

EPISODE

PAGES

EVENTS

1

p1 - 11

B)

On the way to Casino, Max proposes love to Sindiswa.

C)

Sindiswa thinks about her lover, Skhungo. We are told
how their love started. This is an analepsis.

E)

On arrival to the Casino, Max organises a room for them
to sleep.

2

p12 - 21

F)

Sindiswa decides to run away leaving Max behind
asleep. She finds her way to their secret place with
Skhungo (indawo yedinga)

G)

Sindiswa recalls about their last meeting with her lover
on the New Year's eve. This is an analepsis.

H)

She falls asleep, and when she wakes up, she walks to
the beach where Khwezikazi finds her. She takes her
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back to Max.
I)

Max takes Sindiswa and Khwezikazi to Margate to buy
her new garments at a boutique. She also does hair in a
salon

3

p22 - 30

D)

The whole of this episode introduces us to Skhungo's
family background. Since we have already heard about
Skhungo, it is an analepsis.

4

p31 - 34

A)

This episode introduces us to Max's family background.
This is also an analepsis since we already heard about
Max

J)

Max and Sindiswa return to Umtata. Max finds her a job
and a place to stay. Sindiswa registers with UNITRA for
a B COM Degree.

5

p35 - 38

K)

We meet Skhungo for the first time. He is in Durban,
looking for a job. Manyawuza, his aunt, convinces him
to join police force.

L)

Skhungo

on

the

way

to

Hammanskraal

meets

Ntshangase, an old school friend.
M)

Skhungo

and

others

undergo

tough

training

in

Hammanskraal until they finish.

6

p39 - 44

N)

On their way back, Skhungo

and Ntshangase

are

deployed to Durban. One day they are sent to Pinetown
where the workers are on strike. They are forced to
shoot, beat and arrest unarmed people. Skhungo finds
the police service demands and instructions unbearable
for him.
0)

On a certain Monday they are taken to restore the socalled order as workers in the hospital are holding illegal
meeting. He refuses to obey orders from the authority,
thinking about his aunt who is part of the gathering.

P)

Skhungo is taken back to the police station and called to
the office to explain his behaviour. As he offers no
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reason, he is sent home and is due to appear before the
disciplinary committee, the next morning.
Q)

Ntshangase visits Skhungo, to find out Skhungo has
decided to cross the borders.

R)

Ntshangase

contacts

a relevant

person

to

assist

Skhungo in this mission.
S)

Ntshangase is called by the disciplinary committee to
answer few questions as Skhungo's friend because
Skhungo is no where to be found.

T)

Manyawuza is harassed by the police as they are
searching for Skhungo. After Ntshangase tells her, she
goes to Skhungo's parents to inform them. His father is
excited.

7

p45 - 47

U)

Ntshangase is now working at Umtata as he has asked
for a transfer.
everything

He meets

he knows

about

Sindiswa

and tells

Skhungo.

This

her

is an

analepsis repeating events in episode 6.

8

p48 - 51

V)

Sindiswa gets her results and she is glad as she has
passed her degree at the same time she thinks about
Skhungo as his wishes are now fulfilled.

W)

Max arrives from Johannesburg also very excited as his
divorce is now over. He is very in love and ends up
proposing to marry her.

9

p52 - 57

X)

Sindiswa

gets

a

message

from

Ntshangase

that

Skhungo is back and he wants to meet her in their
secret place.
Y)

Sindiswa takes a taxi home and from there she walks to
their meeting place. On the way she is overwhelmed by
deep thoughts

about

their

past. This

is also an

analepsis.
Z)

Sindiswa and Skhungo meet in their place. They recall
the obligation they made to each other. Thia is a
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repeating analepsis of line 15 & 16 in p17.
10

p58 - 61

AA)

Police are searching Ngangelizwe and Khwezi area as
they are in pursuit of the terrorists, (Skhungo). Skhungo
appears in Sindiswa's

house and hides there until

midnight. Max visits Sindiswa and he is very angry as
his plans to Mauritius with her are now interrupted by
the coming of the terrorists in the country.
11

p62 - 66

BB)

Sindiswa finds out from the radio news that police are
searching for terrorists who burnt down the house of the
Minister of Police. She also finds out that Skhungo's
home is bombed down by the police and his parents are
arrested.

CC)

Max visits Sindiswa and asks her to help him in his
investigation to catch Skhungo, but Sindiswa refuses.

12

p67 - 73

DO)

Sindiswa finds out that she is pregnant and tells Max
who becomes so excited

EE)

The whole section
Skhungo's

is devoted

to the court case.

parents are the defendants

accused

of

accommodating and hiding their son, who is regarded
as number 1 in the list of dangerous terrorists. The court
case is postponed for further investigations. Sindiswa
gets them a lawyer who pleads for a bail. Sindiswa pays
the bail.
13

p74 - 77

FF)

Max comes to visits Sindiswa and asks her again for her
assistance in the investigation he is busy with.

GG)

Skhungo arrives at Sindiswa's place after his mission at
Umtata and leaves at midnight on the following day.

14

p78 - 80

HH)

Max pleads with Sindiswa to marry him secretly as the
baby is almost due. Sindiswa drags his idea until the
baby is born.

15

p81 - 82

II)

The whole episode revolves around the court case. Max
loses the case as he fails to come up with enough
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evidence.

16

p83 - 88

JJ)

Sindiswa

informs

Ntshangase

about

everything

concerning her relationship with Max and asks him for a
word of advice.
17

p89 - 91

KK)

Max is busy with marriage
handles all by himself.

18

p92 - 99

LL)

preparations

which he

'

Sindiswa lets Max continue with wedding plans though
she is not committed to it. She is waiting for Skhungo to
ruin all the plans.

MM) MaCeie, Sindiswa's mother is worried as she suspects
that something is wrong. She sees that Sindiswa is not
happy, though she pretends as if everything is well
NN)

Arrival of people and guests attending the wedding.

00)

Max comes to visit Sindiswa for the last time before
their wedding day.

PP)

Max talks to himself, full of joy and excitement. He
praises himself for the success of his plans.

19

p100 - 104

QQ)

Ntshangase

comes

to

pick

up Sindiswa

to meet

Skhungo who is waiting in their secret place.
RR)

Skhungo and Sindiswa tie a knot of marriage in their
secret place.

20

p105 - 112

SS)

MaCeie, Sindiswa's mother discovers that Sindiswa has
gone missing.

TT)

A herd of cattle driven by Bhodloza, Skhungo's father
and other delegates arrive at Sindiswa's home. This is
the lobola that is to kick out Max's lobola. Their request
is accepted.

UU)

Preparations are all done very well at the Casino but the
bride is no where to be found.
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3.1.3 CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF EVENTS.

EPISODE

EVENT

4

A

1

B-C

3

D

1

E

2

F- I

4

j

5

K-M

6

N-T

7

U

8

v-w

9

x-z

10

AA

11

BB-CC

12

DD - EE

13

FF - GG

14

HH

15

II

16

jj

17

KK

18

LL - PP

19

QQ-RR

20

SS - UU

From the above plot structure, we notice that there is deviation in the chronological order of
events especially at the beginning of the story. The author uses analepsis where necessary to
fill in the gap. This art in writing makes the story very interesting as most of the time the
reader's interest is aroused by the missing information about the character which the author
chooses to reveal later on.
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From the discussion earlier on, we come to realise that conflict is both natural and Inevitable
in interpersonal relationships. Because there is conflict, it does not mean that the relationship
must be doomed. For instance, Sindiswa stays for a very long time in conflict with herself as
she is engaged in love affair with someone she does not love. She pretends to love him.
Conflict tightens when Skhungo comes back from exile to visit her until she falls pregnant.
Though this is the case, Sindiswa is portrayed as constructively handling her conflict. She
adopts a positive attitude towards her conflicting lovers and serve both of them satisfactory.

The conflict between Max and Skhungo is ironic because Max hates the guts of Skhungo just
because he is a terrorist, not knowing that he is a lover of his girlfriend.

He even keeps a

photograph of him as a wanted rival of the government, not knowing that he is the number
one rival in his own priority list. Fortunately for Sindiswa, Max is too busy with his duties at
work, to notice anything that is going on within Sindiswa's mind. Also, he is very in love with
her such that one would say "his love is blind".

The plot structure in this novel displays an artistic effort on the part of the writer. She uses
one of the literary strategies, 'analepsis' quite well in the story as a means to fill in the missing
link, which resulted in a breath-taking work. Now that we have outlined the plot, we will look at
the next aspect of this chapter, which is characterisation.

3.2 CHARACTERISATION

In this section, I will embark on the notion of characterisation as presented in the novel Iqhina
lamtshato.

Many contemporary writers consider characterisation the most important element

of fiction, partly because it is often how the events that take place in a story affect the
characters and how they think and feel about those events , that really matters rather than
simply the fact that the events have occurred. Chatman( 1978: 107) defines characterisation as
the depicting in writing of clear images of a person, his actions and matters of thought and
life, man's nature, environment, habits, emotions, desires, instincts, all these go to make
people what they are, and the skilful writer makes his important people clear to us, through a
portrayal of these elements.
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Msimang (1986:99) defines characterisation relatively as Chatman(1978) as he says "it is a
sum total of techniques employed by the artist in presenting characters in a literary work and
perceived by the readers as persons endowed with moral and dispositional as well as
physical qualities. According to Rimmon-Kennan (1983:59) there are two types of textual
indicators of character, these are direct definition and indirect presentation. In direct definition,
the character's personal features are described to us directly by the narrator. We may be
given both internal and external features. Indirect method allows the character to reveal his or
her own personality. The character's trait is displayed and exemplified in various ways,
leaving it to the reader the task of inferring the quality they imply. It takes place by means of
dialogue, actions and thoughts.

3.2.1 CHARACTERISATION IN IQHINA LOMTSHATO (1995).
Characterisation and plot are closely related in the sense that character's actions determine
the plot's movement. Chatman(1978:11) sees characters as agents of action and they are
people who are depicted in writing. Characters in Iqhina lomtshato are depicted as dynamic
and not static. They change when the situation demands to do so. For instance, lack of job
opportunities forces Skhungo to join police force, a career he is not interested in. From the
start, he finds the demands of this job intolerable for him. His behaviour and attitude indicate
that he is not for only employment but also thinks about the plight of the black people.
Circumstances force him to cross the borders as this is the only way to escape his offense. In
this way, Skhungo is portrayed as a human-like, as a dynamic and developing character.

In the case of Sindiswa, we also find her forced by the circumstances to accept Max's love as
Max leaves her with no choice. Though she clearly shows Max that she does want to be
involved with him, Max keeps on giving her gifts and other offerings like finding her a job and
a place to stay. Max does not leave a room for disappointment when he proposes love to
Sindiswa. He does not expect Sindiswa to say "no" to his proposal. Khwezikazi also
contributes in giving Sindiswa no choice but to accept Max's love. Sindiswa is therefore
caught in an environment that takes love life not serious. She is forced to "do as Romans do
in Rome"
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Though Max is unaware of what is happening inside Sindiswa' mind, the reader knows quite
well that Sindiswa's love belongs to Skhungo. As the novel is narrated in a third person point
of view, the narrator is omniscient, meaning that he is able to tell us about the inner thoughts
and feelings of the characters. He assumes the position of an eyewitness to all the events of
the story. Max's love towards Sindiswa is sincere, what he always say with his mouth
corresponds with what he thinks and feels inside about her. As a result, the narrator does not
give us his inner thoughts. This technique of portraying the characters inner thoughts is used
often to expose the hypocrite, someone who often portray a false personality to other
characters. Since this character tends to be very cautious in concealing his real motives, the
narrator reveals him through monologue and soliloquy.

The narrator uses the technique of direct presentation of characters quite well in the novel, to
give us a clear picture of each individual. When describing his characters, he touches on
aspects of physical appearance such as height, size of the body, facial appearance, colour of
the skin (complexion) and age. Let us look at how he describes Max:
UMaxhwele Matshayana nguMiya, uGcwanini, uSibewu, uSijekula, uSalakulandelwa.
Wayesisiqingqana sengqungqumbana enomkhitha, eququzelayo xa iphethe umcimbi.
KwaseIe kuyile ntanga esukela
ubuqina kodwa ngenxa yemitsi yayo wawungamcingela ngaphantsi
kakhulu kunoko.

p 31.

(Maxwell Matshayana is Miya, Gcwanini, Sibewu, Sijekula,
Salakulandelwa. He is a very short handsome guy, very active
when he handles any work. He is of middle-age but because of
his activeness one would think he is far less.)
From the description of external appearance of characters, sometimes we get to know the
character's inner thoughts and feelings. This implies that there might be some connection
between the way a person looks like and his personality. For instance, Max takes the
advantage of his body built in order to get involved with young girls. Though he is old enough
to be called father by Sindiswa, he orders her to call him by his name something that is
forbidden in our culture. To show respect to the elders, the youngsters are taught to say
"bhuti" or "tata"to older people.
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Characters are also portrayed through dialogue or interior monologue. Through conversation,
we get to know speakers and also those who are discussed. When Max hears about the
home background of Skhungo, he comes to Sindiswa to ask her to help him in catching him.
He offers to reward her with money from his Department. Max sincerely thinks Sindiswa will
be interested in this job as it won't be easy for her since they are home boys. She refuses to
engage herself in Max's investigation and after Max leaves we hear her saying:

Hayi, Max, awukamazi tu uSindiswa. Ucinga ukuba ndinganikela
ngoSkhungo wam ngenxa yemali? Sis! Nokuba ningabeka
izigidi phezu kwentloko yakhe, sokuze.

p 66.

(No, Max, you still do not know Sindiswa. Do you think I can
hand over my Skhungo in return for money? Sis! even if you can
put millions over his head, I will never do.)

To be able to have contacts with Skhungo, Sindiswa is helped by Ntshangase whose role is
to form a link between Skhungo and Sindiswa. Sindiswa also finds a person to share her
problems and asks for a word of advise:
Ndincede, Ntshangase, ndincede, Ndala, ndincede, mSuthu,
kudala ndinenkohla endiminxileyo engqondweni. Akukho
mntu wumbi endinokuyithetha kuye le nto ngaphandle kwakho.
USkhungo ubuya ndivume ukutshata noMax.

p83.

(Help me, Ntshangase, help me, Ndala, help me, mSuthu, it's
been a long time now since I have this big problem in my mind.
There is nobody else I can tell besides you. By the time Skhungo
comes back, I had already accepted Max's marriage proposal.)
As from then she finds a shoulder to lean on until the day she is freed from Max.

Mayosi's characters possess both flat and round character traits. There are life-like characters
that surprise us in many instances. There are also those characters that are constructed
around a single idea. Sometimes, one character possesses both aspects. As for Max, he is
portrayed as a flat character. From the beginning up to the end, he has one goal in his life,
that is , to win Sindiswa and to arrest Skhungo. He dedicates himself in loving Sindiswa even
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though Sindiswa sometimes shows signs of uncertainty. He is stupid enough not to recognise
that Sindiswa's child is not his. He proceeds with the wedding plans even though Sindiswa
shows no interest. The worst part of it is to wait for the bride for hours and hours in the Casino
without suspecting a thing.

Sindiswa is constructed with both types, that is, flat and round character aspects. The flat
aspect in Sindiswa's personality is portrayed by her acceptance of Max's love while she does
not honestly love him. If she was afraid to open up to Max when they first met, at least as the
time passes on, she should have told him the truth. It is not normal to share love life with
someone you do not love. On the other hand, she possesses round character aspects, as she
manages to free herself from Max's bonds of marriages. If she succumbed to this marriage,
that would show flatness up to the end. At least now, the reader could not predict that the
ending will be elopement.

Iqhina lomtshato is a good fictitious work resembling the real life situation. As far as the
characters are concerned, Mayosi has constructed them very well. Her characters are like
real people, we tend to cry with them, laugh with them and feel sorry for them at times. It is
interesting to watch her main characters developing as circumstances demand. She has
constructed characters that are full of surprises, which most of the kept the reader in
suspense, not knowing what is going to happen next. At the same time, the novel in itself is
very interesting as it deals with current issues. These things happened in real life situation
and it is even more refreshing to read about them in literature.
Now that characterisation in this novel has been discussed, we will now look at the aspect of
this chapter, that is , space.

3.3 SPACE
In this section, I will look at space as presented in the novel Iqhina lamtshato. The effect of
space on human experience is inevitable and so it is on narrative fiction as the novel is the
representation of events that take place in real life situation.
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The concept of space as Bal (1985:93) has observed, is one of the few concepts deriving
from the theory of narrative texts that are self evident and yet remain so vague. Yet only a few
theoretical publications have been devoted to it. Though this is the case, Prince (1982:32)
argues that it is practically impossible to narrate a series of events without establishing a set
of temporal bound relationships between narration and narrated. The implication of this view
is put forward by Bal(1985:43) saying that events happen somewhere. If the place is not
specified, the reader will fill in a place himself by imagining the place where the events take
place even if this imaginary place is very vague. Chatman's (1978: 101) view is in line with Bal
(1985) as he points out that when a reader reads a narrative, he creates his own mental
image thereof.

When we talk about space in a narrative, Issacharoff (1981 :211) tells us that we are normally
referring to one of two kinds of space - the space of language (the text itself considered
spatially) or the language of space namely the words curing the reader and enabling him to
participate in the illusion of the verbal erection of geographic space. Strachan (1991 :96)
observes that when the story is involved, Bal (1985) prefers the term 'place' and the term
'space' more commonly used in literary circles., is reserved for the text. This view is also
cherished by Gullon (1975:12) as visible in his statement that literary space is that of the text,
it is there that it exist, and it is there that it has an operative force and it is there to assume
symbolic significance in the way it affects character's emotions, attitudes and views.

As far as Strachan (1991 :96) is concerned, by place we understand the topological position
where the characters find themselves and where the events take place. In support of this view
Bal(1985:93) points out that the concept of place is related to the physical, mathematically
measurable shape of spatial dimension. Zoran (1984:330) maintains that place of events may
be located precisely by street and house number, or in a very general way - by the name of
city or country, or even less than this. Bal further points out that in fiction these places do not
actually exist, as they do in reality, but we use our imaginative faculty. Zoran (1984:330)
agrees as he states that the text refers the reader to a certain model of external reality by
means of which he must reconstruct the world.
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In summary, Bal (1985:94) asserts that the text is determined by the way in which the story is
presented. Through this, the notion 'place' is linked to a specific observation or perception.
The places, seen in relation to their perception are called space. That point of perception may
be a character, which is situated in a space, observes it, and reacts to it. An anonymous
point of perception may also dominate the presentation of certain places.

3.3.1 ANALYSIS OF SPACE IN IQHINA LOMTSHA TO
The story takes place in various concrete places, in Umtata at Khwezi where Sindiswa lives;
Casino, at Lurholweni; Sindiswa's home; Durban and Hammanskraal. If we notice, much time
is taken by the author when giving us a picture of some of these areas. For instance, in p 7
Sindiswa's home is vividly described in such a way that one gets a picture of the location. We
are also given the picture of the area where the casino is built in p 12 - 13. Our perception, as
readers of these places, is what is known as space.

It is true that space assumes a symbolic significance in the way it affects character's
emotions, attitudes and views. When Max in ch 1 takes Sindiswa to the Casino, he views the
space as the perfect one for the occasion as his intention is to impress the girl. But to his
surprise, Sindiswa is not impressed instead she is depressed as she is crying. We noticed
that the inner space is distressful to Sindiswa and prefers to be outside. We know that she
swiftly ran out leaving Max asleep. The outer space which is the place where she used to
meet with her lover, Skhungo (indawo yedinga) is the space of happiness and comfort. We
thus conclude that the inner space implies danger for her and the outer space implies
protection. For her the outer space is the symbol of love and hope. Whenever she remembers
the place, she is revived as it is stated that:
Le ndawo yayisoloko inentsingiselo eyodwa kubo. Yayiyindawo yokuphefumlelana,
yokucebisana, yokukhuthazana, ikwayindawo
yamaphupha abo.

p 14.

(This place always had a special significance to them. It was a place
where they share their views, advise each other, motivate each other
and also a place of their dreams.)
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Sindiswa visits the place often, whenever she has a problem, and when she leaves the place
she always feels satisfied and hopeful. Except the night before her wedding day, she prayed
to God to come with a plan but she felt hopeless.
Wema umzuzu omde phambi kokuba ahambe ejonge

100

ndawo yamaphupha abo wayesoloko enethemba lokuba neli
ilelona lona Hngaphezulu kunawo onke amanye liya kude
iizelisekiswe'. Kodwa ngoku laHsuke laphelela eluhayini.

p 93.

(She stood there for a while starring at the place of their dreams
before she could go, she always had hope that even this one, which is
the biggest of them all will also be fulfilled. But now it seems to end nowhere.)

This also explains the failure of the wedding in the inner space (casino) and its success in the
outer space (indawo yedinga). The nature and the whole universe was the only witness when
Skhungo and Sindiswa for the first time made their vows to keep their love in this place in p
17. Even in p 103 when they tie their knot in the same place, it is stated that the heavens and
the stars are the witnesses.
Ubusuku buzole akukho nelitu esibhakabhakeni, inyanga ilubisi,
iinkwenkwezi zithe qhakra.

p 103.

(The night was calm with no clouds in the sky, the moon as white as
the milk, with stars shining bright.)

As indicated in anthropological culture, people behave and perceive things differently from
one group to another. About this weather explanation in one group is a belief that the sky
clearance at night depicts goodness and fortune. Mayosi (1998:103) says that the moon is
like milk which means beauty since milk is associated with brightness. Even, if there is the
most beautiful girl in the village it is believed that she is washing face with milk.

Sindiswa's house, her intimate space plays two roles, a space of protection and a space of
danger. It is in this house where Sindiswa is visited by Max and Skhungo, who are complete
rivals. To prove that this space is dangerous and unsafe, Ntsangase is scared to talk about
Skhungo inside this house and he prefers another place. For instance, when he comes with
Skhungo's message that Sindiswa must meet him in their place, before telling her, he asks:
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p 52.

(Are you alone Sindiswa, is there nobody else?)
Also in p 83 when Sindiswa wants to reveal her secret to him he asks,
Khawume, Sindiswa, ucinga ukuba oku uza kundixe/ela kona
singakuxoxela kule ndlu yakho.

p 83.

(Just wait Sindiswa, do you think it is safe to disclose your secret
in this house of yours.)

Skhungo lives in Durban and when he joins the police force he is sent to Hammanskraal for
training. Hammanskraal for him is so uncomfortable and he is glad when he leaves it. He
thinks that when he is working he will get satisfaction but unfortunately he does not. We find
him unable to tolerate the conditions of his work. He decides to abscond. Skhungo has no
place to hide, he has no space for protection. Durban and his location in Transkei are both
space of danger. He is forced to cross the borders and joins the military wing, hence is now
known as a terrorist by the police. The outside world is a space of protection for him that is
why he decides to take his family with him. This is also apparent when we find Sindiswa so
hopeless, the night before her wedding, she is confessing to Africa the oppressed country that
is also waiting for Skhungo and others to be liberated.
Zwelakowethu, Afrika, ndiya kuba ndiya kungcatsha nawe.
Unyana wakho usedabini...

p 93.

(My country, Africa, I will also be blackmailing you.
Your son is in exile ....)

The use of casino as the place for the wedding evokes dissatisfaction and concern to
Sindiswa's parents and the community as the whole. We hear comments like;
Ibiyintoni na khona into yokuqhutyelwa komtshato ekhasino
ngathi akanamzi uRhadebe?

p 106.

(What was the reason for the wedding to take place in the Casino
as if Radebe hasn't got a house?)
The wedding event is highly appreciated and highly respected in our community and there are
procedures that need to be followed when it is planned. Usually, the respected marriage
starts at home, both homes (for the bride and the bride groom). The place for the negotiations
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is the traditional court 'inkundla'. The belief is that the ancestors from both homes are also
binding a knot of the marriage. Women are very happy and make noise of happiness "Yiyi- yiyiii" to show that this marriage is accepted by the community. But in this marriage, Max
ignores all this and plans his wedding the way he wants. A Casino is associated with a certain
type of people. To prove this, though it is close to their homes it may happen that some of
them have never been there.
Listen to these comments:
Ihle yacaca nje le nto ukuba sichwethelwe kude thina kule nto
yalo mtshato' ..lingcungcu ziza kutyela ekhasino.

p 106.

(It has become clear that we are put aside as far as this wedding
is concerned ....VIP's will dine at the casino.)

Besides, Sindiswa's parents have noticed that she is not happy about this wedding. This
contributes a lot to the easy acceptance of Skhungo's father with the lobola. They come in the
usual way, the way Max was supposed to come. Everybody is in the mood for the real
wedding.

Umtata, a place where the most events take place is representative. It is chosen to represent
any urban area because the events which take place there are similar to events that take
place in any other urban area in fact they could have happened in any urban area. Look at the
way the place is described in p 3.
...wahamba unqumama njengoko yayingumntu, iyimoto kwizitrato
zonke ...de kuvuleke umtyhi lo gama oonoteksi betsho ngesankxwe
bevuthel'amaxilongo ezithuthi zabo kuba bedikwe kukulibaziseka ....p 1.
(...it was driving slowly and stopped for several times because
there was a congestion of people and cars in all the streets ...
until the gap is open mean while the taxi-men made a lot of
noise with their car hooters as they were sick and tired of the delay.)

This is typical of city life where crowds of people always walk up and down as they are going
to and from work. Furthermore, during the time of political unrest, it was common in black
townships to find police doing road blocks, searching all the cars passing by and also
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searching all the houses when they suspect or have been hinted about something. This is
what happened in Khwezi township when police were searching for Skhungo.
The last space that exists in this story is the holy space, the space of God. Whenever
Sindiswa experiences problems, she prays to God to help her. She depends to God for the
solutions of her problems. There are many beliefs about the whereabouts of God. Some
people say God is somewhere above, looking at all of us. Others say God is amongst us, He
is everywhere. But Sindiswa looks at Him when she is desperate with the hope that He sees
her and seems to save her at all times. Listen to her confidence in Him:
Thixo ova izikhungo, kuthe kanti usivile nesam weza naye
uSkhungo wam. p 101.
(God who hears prayers, You seem to have heard even mine
and brought back my Skhungo.)

3.4 CONCLUSION

To conclude, Mayosi has handled these three literary aspects very well in her novel. With the
episodic plot structure that is despatched by the human-like characters, the novel becomes
one of the best novels in the 1990s. The aspect of space as concrete and symbolic, is also
utilised quite well in the story.
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CHAPTER

4:CULTURE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter will focus on culture as it is propounded in Mayasi's Iqhina lomtshato (1995). As
stated earlier on, culture is expressed through our thinking, feelings, speech and behaviour.
This results in some of the cultural aspects being taken for granted by people, sometimes.
Others tend to treat some cultural aspects as if they are natural. They have a problem of
equating culture with nature. The reason for their problem of differentiation may be the fact
that, culture, as stated by Payne (1997:1) is learnt, transmitted by symbols and language from
person to person, generation to generation and changes over time. This implies that the new
generation may lose grips about the roots of a particular cultural aspect, such that they think it
is natural. Other cultures lose their significance as time passes by, as they are modified day
by day.

The African culture has been mostly influenced by European culture. When Whites came in
I

this country, they brought along their culture which they infiltrated unto Africans in the form of
civilization and religion. When Africans, especially the Xhosa nation, accepted Western
civilization and religion, they threw away their traditions and customs which formed the basis
of their culture. Today, their culture is westernized. Civilization brought about education in
black nation, and immediately things were never be the same. There were lot of changes that
occurred and the person as a whole changed. We changed our way of life completely,
mimicking theirs. We started wearing their clothes, eating their type of food, attending
schools, going to church and the whole lot of things. They introduced us to Christianity which
viewed our rituals, customs and traditions as heathen. People who adhered in performing
their rituals are labelled as barbaric. Today, African culture, especially in Xhosas, has lost its
originality. This is evident in language, which is simply defined by Guerin et. al. (1999:246) as
human speech in both its spoken and written forms. Through language, the ideas, values and
norms of our culture find their most complete expression. It also allows us to build and
transmit culture more fully than any other system of symbol. Besides the influence of
westernisation, South Africa is a multi-cultural society with members of various cultures
interacting with one another. The diversity of cultures results in inter-cultural practices.
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According to Guerin et. al (1999:245) culture is the shared products which include not only
values, language and knowledge but also material objects. The people of any group or
society share non-material culture, that is, abstract and intangible human creations such as
definitions of right and wrong; some medium of communication, and knowledge about the
environment and about ways of doing things. They also share material culture - a body of
physical objects that reflects non-material cultural meanings. We will now look at both
material and non-material culture in this novel.

4.2 CULTURE ANALYSIS IN IQHINA LOMTSHATO (1995)

Mayosi, in her novel Iqhina lomtshato (1995) aims to expose some of the contemporary
cultures that are practised in urban areas, especially in black townships, together with the
traditional cultural values that are predominant in villages in rural areas. I will try to examine
both cultural aspects as presented in the novel.

4.2.1 CONTEMPORARY CULTURES

Mayosi chooses Umtata setting as a representative of black township life. From the first
chapter, we are introduced to the setting of a busy town during the 'pick hour' when workers
are rushing from work to their respective homes. Taxis are moving up and down as they
transport these crowds of people to their places. This is the daily routine among these people,
except for the week-ends as government offices do not open.

Amongst those crowds, the narrator takes our attention and focus it to a black governmental
posh car with tinted windows that is crossing the Madeira street. Out of the car, comes a very
beautiful, tall and slender lady who seems to be cool and in a positive mood at that hour of
the day, when most of the people are tied after the day's work. Even her way of dressing
suited the day as it was very hot:
Lwalukhululekile ulusu Iwenzwakazi ikwanoncumo oluthandekayo.
(The lady's face was charming, wearing a beautiful smile.)

p 1.
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This lady seems to take no notice of those crowds as she walks into Kentucky Fried Chicken.
She seems to live in her planet, leading a very easy and comfortable life. She represent the
type of girls who look at the status of a man, the type of a car he drives and how much money
he has, before they go out with them. This is one of the new cultures practised here.

Among the group of young men standing near Kentucky, is one who seems to admire this
beautiful lady. Others discourage him, as they seem to know very well how these girls
operate. In fact, they are affected too by this culture, as it implies that they do not stand a
chance in getting them. This Terror, as they say, has just arrived here so he is not aware of
this culture.
Wena ungumfiki apha eMtata, akuzazi izinto zalapha. Ezinjeya
iintombi zijonge isipaji qha. Zezoongxowankulu namadada
akwizikhundla ezikhulu, hayi oomahambangenyawo njengawe lo.

p 2.

(You are a newcomer here at Umtata, you do not know how
things are here. Those kinds of girls are concerned with the
man's wallet. They are for the men of high socio-economic
status and those that hold high ranks at work, not pedestrians like you.)

When we categorise Khwezikazi into such a cultural group, we are not accusing her or
assuming that she belongs to it, but we know for a fact that she does. She confirms herself
when she advises Sindiswa about love life. She orders Sindiswa not to waste time with a
school boyfriend. Instead, she advices her to grab Max's love as she views it as a fortune:
Sindiswa tshom'am, zifake zitshone xa ixesha lisavuma
kuba ingomso akulazi.

p 21.

(Sindiswa my friend, put fingers deep down while it is still
time, cause you do not know what tomorrow brings.)
She takes her time and effort in conducting an orientation session for Sindiswa, taking her
away from the village life or culture into the township life and culture. She advises her to take
life easy, not as serious as she does:
Uyabona, njengokuba ndikujongile nje awusobe ulunge xa
ubomi ubuthatha ngolu hlobo.

p 19.

(You see, as I look at you I find that you will never cope in
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in this way.)
For her, Sindiswa is very lucky to be proposed by a man like Max, while she is a village girl,
and also behaving as such. She suggests that she must take pride of herself;
Ndinguwe mna ngendizigobh 'amacala kukuwelwa yenje
yona imana ehla ivela ezulwini.

p 19.

(If I were you I would be very grateful for getting such a
mercy from heaven.)
Sindiswa soon joins the club as we find her no longer resisting Max's offers. Khwezikazi has
done her job successfully. Sindiswa starts by changing her looks, as Max takes her to a
boutique to buy new clothing style. He also takes her to the salon to do her hair. Sindiswa is
now a township girl. She is now flexible in life in so much that she successfully deceives and
tricks Max in their love life. She lets him do all the wedding preparations and elopes with her
real lover on the eleventh hour.

Another aspect of culture that is evident here is that of abuse of young girls by old men of
high socio-economic status. These men seem to pick up beautiful young girls they want and
take them to the Casino during week-ends. Because money is not a problem to them, they
bribe them. This is what is done by Max at the beginning of the story when he takes Sindiswa
without her consent. But this time, things do not go easy for him as Sindiswa is not
acquainted with this system. We also notice that Khwezikazi is Chief Zweliyandila's mistress,
the Minister of Police. She even calls him "daddy" to show that he is very old. We deduce
from Max's confession to Sindiswa, that if he did not act fast, Sindiswa would have ended up
in another man's arms:
Bendiza kude ndithini ke, ntyatyambo yam. Bendiza kuyeka
ude uxhwilwe ngamaxhwili alo Mthatha.

p 4.

(What else could I do, my beautiful flower. Could I let you
grabbed by these birds of prey of this Umtata.)
So he decides to act fast before another man does, as they are in competition of girls.

Max is known by Khwezikazi that he keeps his lovers happy as she states:
Ibe ndiyamazi ubhut'Max unesiphatho ukuba awumbhanxeli,
kunjalo nje uyadilika.

p 19
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(Of course, I know brother Max, he has a tender care if you
treat him good and he is also extravagant.)
He proves Khwezikazi
Casino,

right when he gives Sindiswa a gift on the night of their arrival at the

saying:

Yamkela oku njengomnqophiso wosuku lokudibana kwethu okokuqala.

p

11.

(Accept this as a memorial symbol of the first day of our relationship.)
This was just the beginning as many more gifts and offers followed.
day, he takes her to Margate to spoil her as he buys expensive

For instance, on the next
clothing

at a boutique.

He

does not ask a thing, but just signs a cheque and pays. He also takes her to the salon to
change her hair style. When they go back to Umtata, Max finds her a job immediately,

and

rents a flat for her to stay.

Another aspect of culture that persists here in Umtata is corruption.
quite

a while

comments

since

Sindiswa

from Khwezikazi

that she would

has arrived

in Umtata

looking

We have noticed that it is

for a job

and Max about the sincere way Sindiswa

have stayed

for the whole

year without

finding

but in vain. The

looks for a job, show

one.

While

Max is still

proposing love to her, he awakes her about how life is here:

Nanjengokuba usafun 'umsebenzi nje, ucinga ukuba uza
kuwufumana ngalo umpaku-mpaku. Ncama .... Uya kude
wenz'into nokub'ayiphelelanga.

p5.

(As you are still looking for a job, do you think you will
get one by only asking with your mouth? Forget... You will
have to do something
This implies corruption
job. Sometimes,
poor

young

circumstances.

first.)

in senior government

officials. One has to bribe them in order to get a

money is not the issue to them, they want to have sexual intercourse

women.

This

means

that

these

women

Most of the time they are caught

find

themselves

in this situation

unaware.

being

with the

victims

of

When they are

already inside, they find no way out but to accept what is done on them

Sindiswa

hears the same words

from

Khwezikazi

as she also lectures

Umtata. She gives her an advise on how to get a job:

Kufuneka ube neecontacts ezaziwayo, ugwevelwe zizo. Nanku

her about

life in
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ke ubhut'Max. Ungabi samyeka.

p 19.

(You need to have contacts with well-known people who will
do it for you. Here is Bra Max. Do not let him go.)
To prove this point, Max speaks to the Honourable Chief Zweliyandila, his friend, who owns
shares in the bank of Transkei and Sindiswa gets a job there and then. Caught in this type of
environment, Sindiswa finds herself with no choice but to follow suite. What else could she
do, if this is the way of life in Umtata? She cannot change their way of life.

Max is driving a Mercedes Benz and Chief Zweliyandila a black posh governmental car,
roaming around with girls, that is the kind of life they enjoy as government officials, in the
Republic of Transkei. While other people are starving, and others working hard to get the
ends meet, Max and others are living in luxury enjoying themselves. We hear Max saying:
Ngoku thina sitya iziqhamo zenkululeko, singcamla
ubuncwane bokuzilawula...

p 61.

(Now we are enjoying the fruits of freedom, we are
experiencing the sweet taste of independence.)

That is why Max is so annoyed by Skhungo's terrorist actions that interrupts their happiness.
He vows to nail him down once and for all so that their happiness can be restored. When
Skhungo retaliates on the bombing down of his home by police, setting alight the house of the
Honourable Minister of Police, Max becomes more furious. He shows his shock when
reporting the incident to Sindiswa:
Uyabona ukuba ubefuna ukubula/a kanye uMphathiswa lo
wamaPolisa? Uyingozi! Uyingozi!

p 65.

(Can you see that he wanted to kill exactly the Minister
of Police? He is dangerous, very dangerous !)

As the head of the investigation unit, Max is prepared to do anything to catch Skhungo. He
even begs Sindiswa to help him in these investigations as Sindiswa and Skhungo come from
neighbouring villages. He promises her with R25 000 as a reward from their department. He
is unaware of Sindiswa's closeness with Skhungo. Max's cruelty and hatred against Skhungo
becomes evident when he mentions to Sindiswa that even Skhungo's parent qualify to get the
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reward if they can help him get Skhungo. How can Skhungo's parents sell their son out in
return for money?

There is also an aspect of culture that seemed to be very persistent in this country during that
time, the political unrest. We find that Skhungo does not want to join the police force and
definitely he has his reasons. Policemen were viewed with a negative attitude by people
during those days. Due to lack of job opportunities, Skhungo ultimately succumbs to his
aunt's plea to join the police force. Though he joins and becomes one of them, Skhungo does
not forget his roots. He does not agree to be turned against his people by the White authority.
He does it in the first instance but he did not feel good afterwards. He feels as though he is
betraying the black nation as he asks unanswered questions like:
Kanjani ? Ndingayenza kanjani into enjengale? ... Mna
Skhungo, ndingayenza kanjani into enjengale?

p 40.

(How? How can I do such a thing? ... I, Skhungo
how can I do such a thing?)

The next time he is ordered to do the same thing, he simply disobeys the orders. He finds the
demands of police force too heavy for him meet. As these orders constitute part of his daily
job prescription, he decides to quit this job. He finds this culture unbearable to him. The only
way for him to avoid trouble becomes disappearance. He skips the borders of South Africa
into exile, joining the liberation army. From that moment, he gets a new name, that is, a
terrorist. He becomes a dangerous enemy of the whole South African country. The one that is
hunted with red eyes and deserves one bullet in the head once it is found.

Off course, he is not the first one to take this decision. He is following the footsteps of many
others who have long gone due to similar reasons. Disappearance of South Africans on daily
basis was becoming normal in the lives of black people all over, especially in townships. We
can easily say, therefore, this is another aspect of culture that is evident in the novel. During
that time, political activists were harassed and tortured by the police in so much that they
were forced to flee the country. Those who were caught were detained without trial to the
South African Police station with maximum security. Others were murdered and buried
secretly. To cross the borders in order to join the liberation army in exile was considered as
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the only means that would free the country from the bonds of oppression
confirmed

one day. This is

by Sindiswa when she talks to her little boy saying that:

Kwakufuneka

wazile ngentshutshiso

efunyenwe ngabo balwa idabi lokukhululeka

komzi ontsundu kwingcinezelo abahleli kuyo ....
Ndakukwazisa nga/oo ma-Afrika nama-Afrikakazi agazi lawo
lithe laphalala njengedini lokuthenga

100

p 95.

nkululeko.

(You will have to know about the oppression

and atrocities that

those fighting for the liberation of black nation undergo. I will
inform you about those male and female Africans whose blood has
been shed as a sacrifice to buy the liberation of this country.)

Skhungo

is aware

that though

Safety and Security

he committed

the so-called

with South African government,

crime with the Department

even in the Republic

guilty as sin. This is why he hides and moves around secretly,

implanting

target places. He shows a high skill as he performs these activities
dodges the police. Look at how often he visits Sindiswa

of Transkei

of

he is

bombs in various

and also he successfully

in her flat, which shows that he is

playing hide and seek with them. At the same time, this shows that he is prepared to risk his
life for her lover. He could not go back to his hiding without seeing his lover no matter how
tight the police security is.

But, on the other hand, we wonder whether Skhungo would have gone there if he was aware
of Sindiswa's

affair with a detective.

time for her to disclose
thought

that Sindiswa

suspicions

Sindiswa

the truth comes.
was working

decides to keep this as a secret until the right

Ntshangase

was feeling very bad about this as he

with Max in his plan to catch Skhungo.

He reveals

his

on the day Sindiswa tells him about her secret:

Kuda/a ndisithi ndiza kukhe ndize apha kuwe ndikubuze ukuba
kutheni usenza into enjengale ufuna ukubulalisa uChief
(For quite a while I have been thinking about approaching

p

86.

you to ask

you why you are doing this, whether you want Chief to be murdered.)
During that time, it was also common for the loved ones to betray their loves. Those terms like
"irnpimpi",

sell-outs

or police-informers

were among the cultural

language

during that time.

People were used by the police, they were turned against each other. This is why Max comes
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with pride to Sindiswa offering her a quarter million the work as a police-informer. To other
people, this constituted a way of living. Therefore, we cannot blame Ntshangase for thinking
on those terms.

I think I have tried to show some of the urban cultures as presented in this novel, I will then
deal with the traditional cultures that are still maintained in rural countries.

4.2.2 TRADITIONAL CULTURAL VALUES

Skhungo and Sindiswa's secret meeting place (indawo yedinga), is a symbol of traditional
culture. In the olden days, among the blacks, youngsters kept their love affair as a secret.
They would guard a chance to meet private in their chosen place. They would share their
moments of love without anyone seeing them. This was a way of showing respect to elders,
as love affair was considered illegal before marriage. Sindiswa regards this place as giving
hope to her. It reminds her of their special moments. This is not the case in urban areas
where we often meet youngsters hanging around in streets, kissing each other.

In contrast to the new cultures that persist in Umtata townships, Mayosi also reveals the
culture of traditional marriage that has its roots in rural areas. That traditional value about a
woman which says "ikhaya lentombi lisemzini"(the woman's place is in her homestead) still
persists in both the rural and urban areas. The difference is only in the way it is conducted.
We deduce this view from Ntshangase's advise to Skhungo when they talk about Sindiswa.
Ntshangase warns Skhungo to hurry up and marry Sindiswa if he has intentions about her
because he knows that somebody else in Umtata may do so:
Chief, ndiyakucebisa, ukuba uneenjongo uze ungalibazisi
baza kumtsibela abanye.

p 37.

(Chief, I advise you, if you have intentions about her, don't
take too long, others will grab her.)

Things go as Ntshangase predicted because Max shows interest in marrying Sindiswa. We
deduce that he has intentions of marrying her from his words whilst he is still proposing love
to her:
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Eyam injongo ngaw'iphezulu.

p4.

(My goal about you is very high.)
Besides this, the narrator tells us that Max proposed Sindiswa with the aim of marrying her
after they have started with courtship:
Uthe akudibana noSindiswa wawa mpela kuye ethanda aka kuthozama nokululama
kwakhe kuba nangani

wayeseluIa ngeminyaka

ngumntu ongqondo izinzileyo.

wayenesidima

ebonakala

ukuba

p 33.

(When he met Sindiswa, he really fell in love with her, he liked her
humbleness because even though she was still young, she had dignity
and showed sense of responsibility.)

At this moment, Max's hands are still tight under the marriage with his second wife,
MaMokwena. He soon starts to work on the divorce process. Max seems to be unfortunate
concerning love life. The first two marriages did not work well for him and now even this third
one seems to a doom failure. Max's mistake in this instance is to impose his love on
Sindiswa. He does not check on whether Sindiswa loves him back. His relationship with
Sindiswa has a wrong foundation - his money and status rather than purely love. Secondly,
when Max proposes marriage to Sindiswa he does not follow the traditional procedure. We
find him begging Sindiswa to tie the knot to the Magistrate, even before he goes to ask for her
at her home. Sindiswa rejects his view and tells him that she is still under her parents,
therefore she can never take such a huge step in life without their consent. She tells him to
take this issue to her parents.

Max does go to Sindiswa's home but still he does not follow the right procedure. Normally,
when the man wants to marry, he would go to his home and gather his fathers, that is, his
own father and his brothers, other old man from his clan including the neighbours. Then after
he has told them about the girl, the delegation from this gathering will be sent to the home of
the girl, to ask for the girl to become their bride. They will be sent with all the necessities and
when things are finalised both families will be engaged in wedding plans. During this period of
preparations, people are in a happy mood, the youth is practising songs that will be sung on
that day, others are dancing, rejoicing for this happy event. This excitement carries on until
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the day of the wedding. But in the case of Sindiswa and Max's wedding, this happy mood is
not evident. The opposite prevails.

Max monopolises all his marriage preparations to himself. First of all, he does not consult his
elders when he carried the pre-marital procedures. He asks two friends of his, to accompany
him. When they finish to pay "lobola", that is, the bride wealth, Max starts with the
preparations for the wedding. He does not involve Sindiswa and her parents, but does all by
himself. He chooses the Casino as the venue without consulting Sindiswa's father who
preferred the church. Sindiswa is very cold about these plans as she tries to distance herself
as much as possible. Her mother notices the unhappy mood in her, and it soon contaminated
the whole community. People soon attributed the lack of happy mood to the way the wedding
ids organised. For instance, they feel that they are not expected to become part of the
wedding as the wedding will take place in the Casino:
Khona sozirhuqa njani iityali zethu ingumzi womlungu nje Iowa?
Bakuyifumana phi abantu imali yokungen'ekhasino? Anizukwenza
le nto yenu yokufuna amakhadi okungena kuloo holo yenu?

p91.

(Besides, how are we going to drag down our small blankets in a
White man's house? Where do you think people will get the money for admission in the
Casino? Are you not going to ask for invitation cards
in order to enter in the hall?)

These are the type of fears people had about this wedding, which was unusual and unfamiliar
within their area. We are not surprised when this wedding becomes unsuccessful because in
its original form, it is supposed to get the blessings from the parents and other elders in the
community. Max chooses to do it in a wrong manner because it is not that he is not aware of
the correct procedures except the fact that he thinks money buys everything. Because he has
got lots of money, he undermines other people's views, and thinks that he can do anything
the way he likes. Well, he is proven wrong. Some symbols are charged with certain meanings
that they predefine the things they represent in socially significant ways.

Contrary to the way Max handles the "lobola" issue, Skhungo's father does it in a usual way
as a result they are accepted easily. Their "lobola" will kick Max's "lobola" out. The happy
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mood of the wedding is restored soon when they arrive. Women started singing praises of joy,
and dancing in joy:
Yanguwele- weIe ke ngoku .... abanye besombelela, bemana
ukuthi, "Halala! Halala! Halala!

p 107.

(It was filled with lot of noise .... Others were singing, shouting
often Halala! All is well !)
For Sindiswa, all is really well at last. She is now a free woman who will live her life as
directed by her will and instincts, with her beloved husband playing a very vital part in her life.

With regards to other traditional norms and values in the novel, we encounter Sindiswa
displaying respect that she internalized during her upbringing. From the teachings she got
from her home, a man of Max's age is supposed to be given his dignity hence she calls him
"tata" meaning daddy. This day, Max castrates her from what she took years to internalise
and tells her to call him by his first name. He prefers to be called Max as he does not like to
maintain his age. He wants to appear younger than his age so that he can get along with
young women easily. But still, Sindiswa finds it difficulty to call him by his name and she
chooses to say "bhut'Max" which is still respecting. "bhuti" is a way of respecting a young
man.

It is not easy for Sindiswa to just drop her principled way of life and joins the care free one of
Umtata. She had to be dug out with spades. For instance, Max gets a tough time from her if
he thinks that she will be taken up by his expensive car and all his material things. This is a
village girl who is not impressed by any of these things. She calls him into order as she gives
him her piece of mind:
Andikhathalele naloo moto yakho. Ndiqhele ukuzihambela ngezi zam
iinyawo. Eyokundiqhayisela ngemoto ucinge ukuba ndiza kulotywa
yiloo nto, utsho phantsi.

p 9.

(I don't care about your car. I am used to walking with my feet.
If you thought you will impress me with the car and I will be
taken up, well you are wrong.)
Sindiswa remains a simply girl with those traditional norms and values. She tells Max one day
that she intents to visit her parents to tell them about her results. Max becomes worried since
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on that day he is occupied at work, but Sindiswa does not mind about that as she is used in
taking taxis, which serve as the main public transport in the area. If she was one of those city
girls who are high-minded, she would rather postpone the visit and wait for another day. To
be seen by her peers in a village, getting off a Mercedes Benz, would mean a lot to them.
Sindiswa has told us earlier on that she does not belong to that category of girls.
These are all the cultural aspects that are displayed in Mayasi's novel Iqhina lomtshato
(1995).
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CHAPTER 5 : GENDER
5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, gender as depicted in Mayasi's novel, Iqhina lamtshato, will be the main focus.
Firstly, I will describe how this aspect of gender is treated in our African society. Bauerlein
(1997:64) defines gender as a constitutive element of social relationships based on perceived
differences between the sexes. Gender is also the primary way of signifying relationships of
power. Indeed, African women should be at the centre of the struggle for a meaningful
change as they are the most abused by their male counterparts, traditional customs and
values, and capitalism. On the other hand, Greene and Kahn (1985: 1) confirm that:
"inequality of sexes is neither biological given nor a divine
mandate, but a cultural construct and therefore a proper
subject of study for any human discipline."
This study is therefore a means to consider this call, with the hope of arousing new insight
which could in turn result in changes in human behaviour with regards to this subject.

5.2 GENDER IN AFRICAN SOCIETY

In our society, the African woman emerges as a victim of the African male and of the
traditional customs and practices. This is a patriarchal society which promotes male
domination over women. The whole cultural set-up favours sex discrimination as women are
regarded as inferior to men in all respects. Off course, the difference in physical make-up
between men and women is inevitable, and no one can deny such a difference. Th capacity
for pregnancy, birth-giving and infant-care is a sole task attached to women in every society.
Indeed, the values attached to them other than these, are not biological but societal norms.
For instance, the popular notion that a woman's place is in the kitchen is one of such societal
conditions limiting and binding women more closer to a house.

Sex differentiation is also evident in everyday language use. The traditional popular phrases
like "abafazi phandle, amadod'endlini"which means women must go out leaving men inside,
denote such discriminatory practices when there is something important being discussed.
Also, to show that much respect and first preference is given to men, when addressing the
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crowd we say, "manene nani manenekazi" or "botata nani bomama" meaning gentlemen and
ladies, which is contrary to the White society. These societal norms are transmitted from one
generation to another by means of language and socialisation.

Socialisation is a process through which female-male power differences are internalised and
translated into behaviour, producing properly dominant men and submissive women. For
example, from birth boys and girls are treated differently. They are taught different skills and
ideas about themselves as a result they are expected to think and act differently in life. Girls
are prepared to be mothers and sex objects for men, while boys are encouraged to be strong,
you will hear comments like "indoda iyanyamezela" or "indoda ayilili" which means a man
endures pain, a man does not cry when in pain, when a young boy is hurt. Boys are prepared
to do all sorts of productive jobs. Once these social values attached to each sex are
internalized, sex stereotypes and attitudes held in respect of them, constitute the social
representation men and women as distinct social groups.

The institution of marriage in African society, is also a chief vehicle for the perpetuation of the
oppression of women. As customarily, marriage is brought about by the transfer of bride
wealth, in the form of cattle, from the groom's kin to that of the bride, this also ensures the
transfer of certain important rights of the woman and her children over her husband and his
family. On the day of marriage, a good deal of exhortation is given to the bride by other
women emphasizing the subordination of the wife to her husband as well as her inferiority to
her husband. Sexual inequality is also intensified by the customary demand on married
women to speak in a certain way, which is known as "hlonipha" which implies avoiding to call
syllables that occur in the names of ancestors, and father-in law. Though,"hlonipha"

is

regarded as a way to show respect, the truth is that it is a polite way of silencing women. With
this brief background on how gender is perceived in African society, I think it is now proper to
examine how Mayosi, who is a female writer handles gender in her novel. We must remember
that literature tends to be very important in these cases as it serves as an instrument to
spread certain type of ideologies.
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5.3 GENDER ANALYSIS IN IQHINA LOMTSHATO (1995)

In her novel Iqhina lomtshato,

Mayosi tries to show how women are ill-treated and

overpowered by men in so much that they end up doing things they do not like. From the
beginning of the story, we encounter a group of young men making silly and insulting remarks
towards Khwezikazi, a young lady passing by. Her beauty and status to them implies that she
is those type of girls who are money suckers from men. They have the stereotypic
assumptions about beautiful and good looking girls, that they belong to a certain category.
They believe that women cannot have their own money to maintain themselves. For a woman
to look good and to have everything, he must depend to a man. This is the type of societal
value that is attached to women. Just listen to this derogative remark:
Eziya ntang'am, ngoonopati abangaphoswayo, qho ziyavora phaya kuzo. Ungalibali ke
ntanga, ziyathuthwa qho kusasa ngexesha lokuphangela
nasemva kwemini xa kuphunywa emsebenzini.

p 2.

(These girls my friend, are the party goers, always in a party mood.
Don't forget my friend, they are always transported to and from
their work in the mornings and after work.)

They talk as if these girls go alone in these parties, or it is because men are expected to go
there, but women are not. They also depict these girls as parasitic, where money talks more
than love do. This is a bad attitude toward women, as this implies that women have no
morals. It also implies that they less humans as they have no respect of themselves and have
low self esteem. From this group of young men sharing this bad attitude about their fellow
counterparts, the author presents one of them, Terror, who has a positive attitude. Despite
these derogative remarks, he still maintains that he is attracted to Khwezikazi and he does
not see her with the same eyes as theirs. He tries to convince them saying that:
Yabonani bafana, nokuba zingakho ezinjalo kodwa azinjalo zonke.

p 2.

(You see guys, even if there is that kind, but they are not all the same.)
They all laugh at him, seeming to be very sure of their opinion. They claim that they have
been in Umtata for quite a while whereas Terror is a newcomer. If this is the case, black
young women in townships are in an unusual position in society, with their overall social
status and dignity being lowered to zero level.
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This shows a drastic change in the way women were viewed in the past. At least, the status of
being a woman, the beauty and good looking aspect of a woman was admired by men. There
were terms and phrases that were used depicting the acknowledgement
For example,

metaphors

beauty.

yintyatyambo"

meaning that a woman is beautiful

as a flower, and also when it is autumn, plants blooming,

in Xhosa it is said that "ilizwe lihle

liyintombazana"meaning

like, "intombazana

of women's

that the universe is beautiful like a girl. Where are those values that

used to be attached to young beautiful girls of our society?

Beyond these values that were attached
woman's

body must be respected.

to women,

It was not common

man, let alone a group of men. Nowadays,
women are not respected
the same perception

laid respect.

anymore.

Men knew very well that a

to get a woman

who is raped by a

the rate of women abuse and rape is high because

These sort of crimes are committed

by men who share

about women as that of these young men in this novel. What can stop

them in forcing themselves

in these poor girls when they think this way about them:

Loa nto yolo thando Iwakho Iwenene inqabe okwezinyo
lenkukhu. Akuwazi amaqhinga aba bantwana.

p 2.

That thing of yours called true love is scarce as a tooth of a
chicken. You do not know how cunning these women are.)
In this note, I would like to voice out an urgent appeal to both women and men of today to reexamine their status, roles and their relationship
as to reach a deeper understanding

Gender

emphasis

of themselves

to each other and the society as a whole, so
and each other.

in this novel is drawn on the relationship

of Sindiswa

versus

Skhungo. We find Sindiswa,

a young woman, who is born and bred at Lurholweni

Transkei,

position of having to adapt to the totally different

being in a difficult

Umtata. As a young beautiful girl, new in the area, searching

for a job, Sindiswa

Maxhwele,

in the Transkei

a middle

aged man, who is a senior detective

Police. Using a rather silly approach,

Max lies to Sindiswa

town, wanting
dominant

When Sindiswa

to get off of Max's

approach.

This

is how

becomes

he overpowers

advantage of being a man and also the age difference

and

way of life in
is spotted by
Department

of

he knows that he is taking her

suspicious

car, Max now changes

village in

as he takes her from her place,

telling her that he is taking her to her new work place, whereas
for an outing to a Casino.

Max and

as the car is getting out of

and uses a rather
dominates

between them:

Sindiswa,

harsh and
using

the
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Wethu! Ungazenz'igez'apha! Ucinga ukuba ungatsiba ngok'ibaleka
ngesinje isantya imoto? Ukuba ufun'ukuzibulala, yiya kweny'indawo.
Hayi kule yam imoto. Andinaxesha lakuxox'ityala lobubhanxa.

p 3.

Ungenwe yintoni?

(Hey! Don't make yourself a fool! Do you think you can get off
the car when it is in its high speed? If you want to kill yourself,
find other means, not in my car. I do not have time to go to court
for silly crime. What's wrong with you?)

Sindiswa is a victim here, who finds herself in a man's car that she is not acquainted with,
going out of town without uttering a word to her as to where they are going. She is trying to do
something as she is afraid of this man. By scolding and shouting her Max is trying to frighten
her so that she stays calm. Max takes Sindiswa for granted. He thinks that she does not mind
going with him, and so her reaction shocks him. The capacity and the dignity of women is
undermined by men such as Max. How can he ask a question like "Ungenwe yintoni?"(What's
wrong with you?) to someone that finds herself in such a situation? He seems not to
understand why Sindiswa reacts in this manner.

Sindiswa is caught in a difficult situation here. She feels powerless as she is too young to
stand this old man. To prove that she is powerless she pleads him to stop the car calling him
father as a sign of respect:
Tata! Ndincede, misa imoto, undehlise.

p3

(Father! Please, stop the car, and drop me.)
From her upbringing, men of Max's age are treated with respect, and should do that in return.
It never crossed her mind, that a man of Max's age could propose love to her, not to mention
the manner of approach. She burst up at one stage giving him her piece of mind as she tells
him:
Ukuba nipheIeIe apha, niwathatha tshiphu gqitha amantombazana
kula Mthatha wenu. Mna ke andenziwa njala. Ufikile aph'ubusiya
khona apha kum

p 4.

(If this is the case, you take girls very cheap in this Umtata of yours.
Watch me, I am not that type. You have reached your destiny in me .)
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Sindiswa has come to this decision about how girls are treated in Umtata by simply observing
the way Max treats the whole issue. To him, this is a minor problem, which will solve itself
within no time. For instance, we find him changing the harsh tone and attitude he started with,
into a soft tone, begging Sindiswa to forgive him:
Sana Iwam! Kutheni wathi cwaka kangaka? Umqumbele ubhut'Max ? ..
Sindi ndiyicelela uxolo into yokuba yonke Ie nto ihambe ngolu hlobo.

p4

My dear baby! Why are you so quiet? Are you cross with me? ..
Sindi I must apologise for the way this whole thing has been conducted.)

No matter what he tried along the way, Sindiswa still shows no interest. Instead, she is caught
in deep thoughts about her lover from high school, Skhungo. She thinks about the ways of
escaping but in vain because she does not have any money with her. To show that she does
not enjoy his company, and to express her hopelessness, Sindiswa cries as they arrive in the
Casino. She wakes up very early in the morning and walks alone in the bushes into the secret
place where she used to meet with Skhungo. She revives her love with Skhungo as she
thinks about the obligation they each made to each other before they separated. On the New
Year's eve they both promised to keep their love until they meet again:
Ngenene wena ungowam, ngenene mna ndingowakho
kude kuse emaphakadeni.

p 17.

(You are truly mine, and I am truly yours forever.)
To her, Skhungo is the only man in her life and she means that.

On her way back, Sindiswa meets Khwezikazi who makes it sure that she will leave no stone
unturned as she convinces her to accept Max's love. We find Sindiswa very weak, confused
and vulnerable to the situation as she hears about how life is in Umtata, as a result she eases
her resistance. This does not mean that she now loves Max, but she pleases him, as she
feels that she is obliged to do so, in return to all the gifts and offers Max gives her. On the
other hand, Skhungo has been quiet, as he makes no contacts with her. She does not know
what is going on with him. Skhungo's silence might have had an impact in her latest
developments. But though this is the case, she has not lost hope on their love as she often
thinks about the vows they made to each other. She decides to keep quiet and pretends her
love with Max, while on the other hand, Max really loves her. He keeps on assuring her of his
true love:
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Olwam uthando ngakuwe alunakulinganiswa, Iwendele
lusuka emazantsi entliziyo. You are really my special angel.

p 51.

(My love towards you can never be measured, it is so deep from
the bottom of my heart. You are really my special angel.)

He is not aware that love in their relationship is one sided, with nobody else but him to blame.
In this relationship, Sindiswa is forced, she does not have a say. She is caught like a parrot in
a cage. It is very interesting to find out that Mayosi has changed the character's roles in this
novel. For instance, what is common is to have a man with two or more relationships, from
which he chooses one woman he wants to marry. In her novel, we have vice versa, which
shows that women's roles are changing in these days.
Women oppression is another aspect that goes in package with sexual inequality in gender.
Sindiswa is portrayed as a character who is being oppressed by Max and the environment
she finds herself in. She is forced by Max and the environment, that is, the persisting culture
in Umtata to involve herself in a relationship based on deceit. This oppression becomes clear
when she receives a letter from her lover, Skhungo. The internal conflict in her worsens
because this letter arrives after she has accepted Max's marriage proposal. Skhungo orders
to see her in their usual place of meeting.
Sindiswa is devastated and she bursts into tears, blaming herself and life as a whole for
treating her so cruel:
Thixo wam! Yinto endiza kuyithini le? Watsho ezilahla phezu
komandlalo. Yhini Yehova! Bungathini ukudlalisa ngam olu
hlobo ubomi? Ndingathini ukuvuma ukutshata noMax izolo oku,
kanti sowufikile Skhungo. O! Skhungo, nokuba kuyini na ndiyeza.

p 52.

(Oh! My God! What willi do about this? She dropped herself on
her bed. O! God! How can life treat me like this? Why do I accept
Max's marriage proposal only yesterday, while you are just arrived
Skhungo? O! Skhungo! No matter what, I am coming.)
The above speech shows clearly that Sindiswa is depressed as she is unable to change the
situation. She is oppressed by her gender identity, that is, being a woman. Even though she
revives her love with Skhungo, she continues to have an affair with Max, really deceiving him
this time. The reason for her to live a life based on deceit is that she has no alternative, as
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she is afraid of Max. She cannot voice out her feelings and tells him about another man
because Max is very possessive and jealous about her. She once heard his point of view as
he tells her:
Bendingasayiginyi konke tu into yokuhla/a kwakho neenkewana
endingazaziyo. Ukuba besekukho ezikunyekileyo uze uzixelele
ukuba uya kuzidubula zonke uMax.

p 50.

(I was no longer happy to see you mixing with the young guys
not known to me. If there were any ones falling for you, tell
them that Max will shoot them all.)
With these threats in mind, Sindiswa could not risk her life and Skhungo's life by telling Max
the truth. This confirms the feminist view that the patriarchal culture is organized in favour of
the interest of men at the expense of the women's.

We also observe Max exercising his dominant powers over Sindiswa when Sindiswa tells him
that she wants to continue with her studies now that she has passed her junior degree. Max
becomes emotional, and tells her that she will never do that:
Unotshe! Awusobe. Uyicele kubani imvume yoko?

p 50.

(Never! You will never do that. From whom have you asked
the permission to do that?)
This is very surprising. Why do Sindiswa have to get a permission from him when she wants
to further her studies. He acts as if he is her father, though even her father could not hinder
her from intentions. This shows how men view women as their subordinates, who are under
their control. At least, Sindiswa is now working, meaning that she can manage to pay the
University fees and all other expenses. It is not that she will ask for the study fees from him.
The only explanation is that Max is exercising control on her life. If he dominates her now,
while she is still a girl friend, how much more when she becomes his lawful wife?

For many occasions, Max has displayed his selfish character, not considering other people's
feelings and wishes. This would mean that Sindiswa will have to suppress her feelings and
wishes for her entire life, and live by Max's wishes and expectations. This is evident when
Max comes up with a plea to Sindiswa asking her to help him with his investigation on
Skhungo, who is regarded as a dangerous terrorist. He seems not to understand Sindiswa's
refusal hence his last words of disappointment:
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Kulungile Sindiswa xa ubona ngolo hlobo. Kodwa ke uze wazi
ukuba nguwe umntu ondiyekelelayo ngesizathu esingavakaliyo.

p 76.

(It's okay Sindiswa if you see in that way. But you must know
that you are unsupportive to me with no understandable reason.)
Max does not understand why Sindiswa is rejecting such an offer, as money is everything to
him. Just imagine when he even promising Skhungo's parents to get the quarter million if they
can come up with their son.

Above all, as Max is used in imposing his ideas on Sindiswa, even in this instance he is doing
it as usual. It comes as surprise to him, that Sindiswa could stand up and refuse what he
says, as he is not used to that. This time, Sindiswa decides to come straight and not to beat
about the bush. She tells him looking right in his eyes that she cannot do that:
Bhut' Max, andinakho tu ukuyenza yonke Ie nto undixelela yona.

p 75.

(Bra Max, I cannot do all what you have told me to do.)
This is the first time Sindiswa gets the guts to say no to Max's wishes. Maybe it is because
she felt angry as Max is asking her to betray her lover, whom she carries his baby. She bursts
into tears expressing her anger and frustration on what Max is planning about her lover. Max
feels very sorry when he sees her reaction and points out that he does not want his work
issues to jeopardise their relationship.
Sindiswa's character of being quiet, submissive and always conforming, might be one of the
reasons Max is always referring to her as his 'special angel'. In his case, the word 'angel'
symbolises and evokes multiple representations such as little beloved one, the one with
holiness, a good fortune to him, or one with purification. Looking at Sindiswa's foot steps, the
word does not suit her or rather it is used in a wrong context. To some extent, may be the
word would best suit her if it came from the opposite direction, that is, from Skhungo's side.

Besides being oppressed by men, women are also oppressed by the capitalist society. In this
novel, this is presented in the episode of disadvantaged women in their work place who
decide to go on strike as a means to voice out their grievances and concern. These workers,
mostly constituted by women have done no violence except that they are holding a meeting
that is going to decide their plan of action. When police order them to vacate the area they
stand up to sing the national anthem "Nkosi sikelel'iAfrika", before they could leave. But they
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could not finish it, as the authority gives orders to the policemen to shoot at the crowd. Most
of the women are injured and some of them are arrested.

By this incident, Mayosi tries to show what is known as physical abuse or physical violence
which forms part of women oppression. Physical violence may begin with non-violent
behaviour as in this case of the police. The authority starts by asking them to disperse. When
the violence starts it may begin with minor assaults such as harsh and merciless warnings.
When the abuse is repeated, the abuser becomes more violent and directs these warnings to
the parts of the body. It differs in the way it is applied to the victim. It ranges from pinches,
squeezes in a painful way, pushes or shoves, hits, punches or kicks, it causes broken bones,
uses objects at hand, cause permanent disabling, murders the victim and blood streams. The
following is a terrible scene which displays exactly what is said here:
FIRE! FI - RE!!!

FORWA-A-RD!!!!

Waya phambi/i. Se/e ingumbhodamo. Babeba/eka abantu.
Ba/eqwa zizinja zibad/akazelisa. Bambi zabad/avu/a sezibangqu/e
phantsi. Abanye bathi ku/oo mbhodamo bagilana baya kuwa baza
banyathe/wa ngabanye. Benzaka/a ngokumasikizi, igazi
/ivuza gxi. Bakha/a abantu bepena-pena ziint/ungu.

p 39.

(He went forward. There was pandemonium. People were
running for their lives. Dogs were set after them, biting them.
Some of them being mauled and thrown to the ground by the
dogs. Some in their panic, ran into each other and fell with others
trampling on them .. They were critically injured, blood oozing
uncontrollable out of their wounds. They cried of the physical pain felt.)

At least, there is one man who finds this treatment uncalled for, as a result he decides to
rather quits the job and even leaves the country, than living in such a sick society. Skhungo
could not bear to inflict such pain to unarmed people especially women. He is reasonable
enough to see that these people has committed no crime. He even asks himself a question
that:
Bah/ase/wa njani abantu basetyhini ngo/u hlobo?
(How can we attack women like this?)

p 40.
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It is because the ill-treatment of women especially physical abuse is not something unusual
for these men. Some of them might be beating their wives on a daily basis. Most women are
prone to such abnormalities and they endure them for the rest of their lives.

Another episode that shows ill-treatment of women is the one of the arrest of Skhungo's
parents by the Transkei police, with Max in the fore front. To think of the old woman,
Matshutsha, in jail for several days, is sickening. She stands in front of the magistrate, asked
some provoking questions by the prosecutor about the whereabouts of his only son. They do
not realise how deeply hurt the woman is, for the disappearance of her only son to a place
where he could come as a corpse, is hurting like a sharp pin in her heart. But, now they are
making things worse.

On the day of the trial, maximum security is supplied in court in a ridiculous manner. People
could not resist making some comments like:
Ngabo aba? Nitheth'ukuba ezi zigantsontso zinyantsula apha
phandle, zixhobe zafohlela, zixhobele eli xhego neli xhegokazi?

p 69.

Are these the accused? Do you mean these tough fully armed
men patrolling outside, are armed for this old man and old lady?)

Gender attitudes in this story reveal that women are still caught under male domination in
some instances though a certain amount of liberty is given to them. We find that men do not
want to grant women their freedom of choice and expression entirely. They take women as
failures in life without themselves in control. I refer to the case of those young men who view
young women as unable to manage themselves in a moral way. The reason for this view is
that these young men are still defining the new patterns of life with the old cultural
prescriptions. People need to reconstruct new patterns of living.

In a nutshell, this story should also be a lesson to men who think that women are their 'special
angels' as in Max's terms, who will always carry out their orders as they wish, and whose
lives will be controlled by them. Wake up, man! Women of today are educated as you are,
therefore they are independent. Days of subordination are passing by. Women today are not
prepared to endure difficulties that are purposely created.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
As it was stated earlier on that the aim of this study is to examine how Mayosi handles the
aspect of culture and gender in her novel/qhina lomtshato, I have found out that Mayosi has
disclosed various new cultures that form the way of living in townships today, with also the
aspect of gender and conflict in this generation taking an opposite direction. With the firm
base of theoretical framework, it becomes easy to recognise the implementation of what is
known and usual on the one hand, and what is new and unusual on the other hand. Different
theorists have given their definition about the aspects of culture and gender as they are
experienced in literature.

It becomes evident from the discussion that culture refers to shared knowledge, language use,
symbols, norms and values, which all contribute in determining the way of life for the members
of a particular society. It is also clear from discussion above that from time to time these
cultural attributes are passed on from generation to generation with the whole possibility of
modification. If that is the case, culture is not static but changes over time. It is easy to see
that with the new aspects of culture that we observe in the novel. Here, the author reveals
what might be called representation of black township life. This way of life of the present
generation might be viewed with disgust by the older generation as it shows no principles in
life. Likewise, the present generation do not imagine themselves leading what they regard as
slow life.

From the setting of this novel, it becomes clear that the township life is fast, with people
moving up and down to and from their work. Most of them work in government offices, unlike
in rural areas where people are self-employed, working on their fields and looking after their
livestock for their living. Mayosi reveals the culture of corruption that emanates from the
independence that was granted to some African states like Transkei. Most of the people are
working hard for ends meet whereas some few individuals who hold senior positions in
government are enjoying themselves in a gravy train. Just like in any country, there are
various categories of people, starting from those who do not have bread at all, to those who
have pure slices of bread, while there are those who have their slices of bread smeared with
butter on one side and to the last category who have their slices smeared with butter and jam
on both sides. The last category, is composed of the elite group, which is described as
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"oohlohl'esakhe" meaning those who care for themselves only.

In the novel, we find Max and his friend, the Honourable Chief Zweliyandila as constituting this
elite group. Honourable Chief Zweliyandila is the Minister of Police and also a share-holder in
the Bank of Transkei. He is driving a posh government car and spoils women like Khwezikazi
aften in a Casino at Mzamba. On the other hand, Max is a senior detective in this department
and he also drives an expensive car, a Mercedes Benz. He is also presented as someone
with no problem with money. Khwezikazi describes him as extravagant. We confirm this when
we consider his actions. Considering what he does for Sindiswa in a short period of time,
makes us wonder as to how many women have been spoiled by him. One thing we are sure
of is that he is used to the route.

Because of their high socia-economic style of living, they stand a chance of bribing the poor
young women into sleeping with them. They take an advantage of abusing these girls while on
the other side, they enjoy the cosy style of life that is unfamiliar to them.
However, we find that Sindiswa is lucky as she is not taken by Max for that reason. From the
start, Max shows seriousness in Sindiswa as a result he acts as a blind man in their entire
love life. It is interesting to see how he starts this relationship as a clever, dominant partner
but ending up being the stupid, easily deceived and overpowered one. But all the same,
Sindiswa did not mean to treat him like this. This results from his arrogance, selfish and naive
character. At the end, he ends up all by himself and his friends of the high standard. We
deduce this from the narrator's comment that:
Bonwabile abantu ekhasino, bazixhamla mpela iziqhamo
zenkululeko yabo.

p 98.

(People are very happy in the Casino, they are really enjoying
the fruits of their independence.)

We know that the first person to utter these words is Max. This sense of joy makes them to
feel as if they live in another planet, not this earth with everyone else. This is why Max does
not involve anyone in his preparations for their wedding. He seems not to trust that they can
organise it to be of his standard. We feel pity for him when he praises himself for the success
of his plans. He talks to himself saying;
"Everything is in place, exactly as I planned. Max is a genius".
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As readers, we know that the opposite of what he says prevails. This proves the popular
Xhosa saying that "umntu ngumntu ngabantu"which means that no one can live all by himself.
Social activities like marriage involve a lot of people. Their views, participation and cooperation is needed at any stage.

Mayosi also brings forth the fact that the environment that surrounds you, that is, the way of
life as led by the people, changes one's desires and expectations. This is what Sindiswa
experiences when she arrives in Umtata. If Sindiswa's attitude towards life was not changed
after what Max does for her and after all the advises she gets from Khwezikazi about the way
of life in Umtata, we would find her character unusual and unreal. We notice though, that her
love towards Max is a fake, it is not real. Her heart still belongs to Skhungo. On the other
hand, Skhungo is forced by circumstances to join police force, which he later finds not suitable
for him. He finds the way out by skipping the country. The way these incidents is presented to
us reveals the fact that you can take the horse for a drink but you cannot force it to drink. Here
it becomes evident that the inner feelings are more powerful than the external pressures.
Someone with internal conflict does not live a happy life as a result once the time becomes
ripe, he takes a decision by making a choice between the two conflicting ideas. In the case of
Skhungo, he decides to quit the job whereas in Sindiswa's case, she chooses to elope with
Skhungo, her real lover.

The aspect of gender in this novel is also handled very clearly. The author here purports to
disclose the new insight men have towards their female counterparts. Also, the way women in
this generation view themselves in relation to their male counterparts. From the theoretical
perspective, it is clearly stated how the gender aspect was treated in the past in our society in
comparison to the way it is treated nowadays. Due to the change of times, women decided to
wake up and stand firm against their domination and oppression by their male counterparts.
Theories of feminism came into existence. It is still going to take time before the plight of
women can show relief. But we notice some changes in our society as we see quite a number
of women holding senior posts in Parliament which were previously held by men only. To
mention some of these women with their portfolios, we have Stella Sigcawu - Minister of
Public Enterprise, Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma - Minister of foreign Affairs, Mlambo-Ngcuka Minister of Mineral and Energy Affairs, Thoko Didiza - Minister of Agriculture, MatsepeCassaburi - Communication and for Health - Mrs Tshabalala.
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This is a good indication that the attitude towards women is changing.

What becomes evident from this story is that young men in townships do not attach any value
to their young female counterparts. They view them as cheap prostitutes who sell their bodies
to the old men of high social class. These young men do not believe that true love still exist in
women of today. Love in these days, as they describe it, depends on what commodities you
have, things like, the type of car one drives, how fat one's wallet is, and the status of one's
work. This reveals the culture that persist in their area, which might have a particular
explanation or reason behind.

Contrary to the view of men of high social status, which is abusive to women. Due to lack of
employment opportunities, women become victims as they have to sell their bodies in order to
get a job. This bad habit is a sign of oppression and domination of women by men, who have
an advantage of being heads of the households and in authority at work. This shows that
gender inequality has its roots in culture, which is the societal norms and values which uplifts
the status of men to be above that of a woman. In order to bring back the woman's dignity,
drastic change in cultural attributes is inevitable. Women's subordination must come to an end
so that filthy acts like these could be abolished.

We realise that women's attitude towards their engagement in relationships have changed.
The man still determines whether the relationship goes on or ends but women understand that
as a result they realise that they must grab things while they are still available. We find this
attitude as a word of advice from Khwezikazi who seems to be lecturing Sindiswa on how to
treat men these days. Sindiswa seems to have taken note of what Khwezikazi has told her
because we find her deceiving Max right through as if she loves him. She enjoys all the luxury
Max offers her but at the end she drops him like a golf ball in an ocean.

The opportunity to have more than one lover was granted to men only in the past. It was
treated as something normal for a man to have all these women from which he chooses only
one for marriage leaving the whole lot of others deeply hurt. We are now witnessing a change
as these days it is also practised by women. Sindiswa, in Mayosi's novel forms a live example.
She handles her two relationships quite well, as she treats both of her boyfriends to their
satisfaction. Max does not suspect a thing about Sindiswa's involvement with another man.
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Even Skhungo does not until Sindiswa reveals the whole thing to him. It is only when Sindiswa
is caught in a dilemma that she decides to find the way out, leaving Max hurt.

The above view is the positive way of viewing the whole issue, otherwise the situation that
Sindiswa found herself in, was not good at all. As a young village girl who has just
matriculated, and who has gone out of home for the first time, Sindiswa finds life in Umtata
difficult to understand. She has been looking for a job for quite some time, and now he hears
that she will never get a job if she is just looking for it sincerely. She has to do something for
somebody before she can get a job. This is very surprising to her. She started as a
conservative who wants to stick to the traditional way of life but she is overpowered by the
environment she finds herself in. She has no choice but to change her attitude and live as
people do in Umtata.

Sindiswa's experience has taught her a lot of wisdom, as a result she would support the
popular Xhosa saying "ubomi ngumzamo" meaning life is an effort. Her relationship with Max
was something she never dreamt of. Max gives her no choice when she takes her to the
Casino without her concern. He victimizes her and applies his maleness and huge age
difference between them to dominate and to overpower her, enforcing her to accept his love.
As Sindiswa is caught in this situation with no money for her to escape, she sleeps on that
night crying, with her heart in grief. On their way here, she has tried all the means to show
Max that she is not interested in starting an affair with him. Max ignored all what she said and
the signs too.

Instead of listening to her feelings, Max gives her a gift which he says is his way of showing
how much he loves her. To show him that she has not accepted his proposal, Sindiswa wakes
up early in the morning and leaves Max still sleeping, without saying where she is going. Max
gets the message and sends Khwezikazi to find her and convince her. The role that is played
by Khwezikazi in this story can never be underestimated. She has driven Sindiswa towards a
new direction in her life. What therefore matters here, is that Sindiswa has gone into this
relationship not in her will.

The way things go from there is never planned by her, instead she lives the whole of this time
in conflict with herself. We know that for all this time, deep in her heart, she is in love with
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Skhungo. She is put in an awkward position by Skhungo's disappearance as he is not there to
protect her. That is why when he comes back, she puts all her hopes for her liberty upon him.
We find her hopes are ultimately fulfilled at the end.

Iqhina lomtshato tends to be a very interesting and well written novel which takes us a mile
back to our past which has been gruesome to such an extent that it has left deep open
wounds to most people. It serves as an informant in us since it deals with part of our historical
background. Let us all work towards African Renaissance, as the President of South Africa,
Thabo Mbeki is preaching. We must also acknowledge the talent of our female writers which
is very competitive to that of their male counterparts. Women were deprived this opportunity
for a long time in history and now they seem to prove the conservatives wrong. We must
encourage women to write and produce more work in literature.
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